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Some of our recent posts 

ECB in focus is our blog dedicated to the banking 

supervisory activities of the European Central Bank 

(ECB). We report on key developments in European 

banking regulation led by the ECB as part of the 

Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM). 

 

 

The blog features views and commentary from members of Allen & Overy’s market-

leading German financial services regulation practice. 
 

For enquiries regarding Allen & Overy’s ECB in focus blog, please contact us. 
ECB EXPRESSES SUPPORT FOR THE 

EU PROPOSAL TO HARMONISE 

RULES FOR THIRD COUNTRY BANK 

BRANCHES UNDER CRD VI 

EU GENERAL COURT HOLDS 

THAT INDICTMENT OF A 

CONTROLLING SHAREHOLDER 

MAY JUSTIFY WITHDRAWAL OF 

BANK LICENCE   

 
18 May 2022 

The EU General Court dismissed an action 

brought by Malta’s Pilatus Bank, confirming the 

legality of the ECB’s 2018 decision to withdraw the 

bank’s licence after an indictment of its sole 

shareholder. The court held that the qualifying 

shareholder ceasing to fulfil the suitability criteria 

was a valid ground for withdrawing a bank’s 

licence and that on the present facts, the negative 

public perception of the shareholder’s reputation 

meant that it was justified.  

Read more → 

 

ECB REPORTS THAT BANKS’ 

CLIMATE RISK DISCLOSURE FALLS 

FAR SHORT OF EXPECTATIONS 

ECB in focus 

The blog features views and commentary from members of Allen & 

Overy’s market-leading German financial services regulation 

practice. 

For enquiries regarding Allen & Overy’s ECB in focus blog, please 

contact us. 

07 June 2022 

In its opinion on the EC’s proposal to amend CRD VI, the 

ECB strongly supports the plans envisaged by harmonising 

the EU regulatory framework for third country branches. It 

endorses the planned prohibition to provide cross-border 

banking services, although acknowledging that the scope 

of the services caught by the ban needs clarification. 

Read more → 

 

28 April 2022 

In March 2022, the ECB published its second report on 

the state of significant banks’ climate-related and 

environmental risk disclosures. While the ECB sees 

improvements since last year’s assessment, no bank 

currently fully meets the supervisory expectations. 

Read more → 
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The All-in-One solution for regulatory 

monitoring & compliance 

Features 

HORIZON SCANNING / 

REGULATORY MONITORING 

Identify new regulatory developments easily 

and tailored to the specific type of regulated 

firm, so that only relevant changes appear. 

IMPLEMENTATION MANAGEMENT 

Effective implementation (including tailored 

impact analysis and gap analysis) of new 

legislation and agile control using our project 

management tool (including KPIs). 

FINANCIAL REGULATORY LAW 

SOURCEBOOK 

A categorised collection of all laws in the field 

of financial regulatory law for Europe and 

Germany (constantly being expanded), which 

can be compiled as an obligation register and 

commented on as desired. 

CHANGE ANALYSIS AND 

PREVIEW OF RULES 

RegGateway 

Read the future versions of a law early, 

including the official explanatory 

memorandum, and identify any legislative 

changes. 

More information 

under reggateway.com 

https://www.reggateway.com/
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1. Bank regulation 

1.1 Prudential regulation 

(a) General 

(i) EU 

ECB: Opinion on CRR III proposal 

Status: Draft 

The ECB has published an opinion on the CRR III proposal in response to a request from the EP and the Council of the EU. 
The ECB welcomes this proposal, which, together with the proposals on CRD VI and the “Daisy chain” Regulation, 
implements the outstanding Basel III reforms in the EU, reinforces the EU Single Rulebook and enhances the prudential 
framework for credit institutions in various areas. The ECB emphasises the importance of finalising this implementation in a 
timely, full, and faithful manner. It also stresses the need for a prudential framework that remains fit for purpose by closing 
identified gaps and by keeping up with innovation. Accordingly, it welcomes the new definitions of key concepts of ancillary 
services undertakings and financial institutions proposed by the Commission, as they clarify the boundaries of the regulatory 
perimeter. The ECB also welcomes the mandate for the Commission to report on a new proposal on the prudential treatment of 
cryptoassets. Furthermore, the ECB agrees with the Commission’s view expressed in the explanatory memorandum of the 
proposal that there is no need for additional supervisory powers to be granted to competent authorities to impose restrictions on 
distributions by credit institutions in exceptional circumstances of serious economic disturbance. At the same time, the ECB 
observes that during such periods of economic and financial distress, credit institutions might not be willing to use their capital 
buffers. Looking forward, the ECB is of the view that further consideration should be given to removing disincentives to using 
capital buffers. Where the ECB recommends that the proposed amendments to the CRR are amended, a specific drafting 
proposal is set out in a separate technical working document accompanied by an explanatory text to this effect. 

Date of publication: 16/06/2022 

ECON: Draft reports on proposed CRR III Regulation and CRD VI Directive 

Status: Draft 

The European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee (ECON) has published draft reports on: (i) the EC’s 
proposal for a Regulation amending the CRR as regards requirements for credit risk, credit valuation adjustment risk, operational 
risk, market risk and the output floor (CRR III Regulation); and (ii) a Directive amending the CRD IV Directive as regards 
supervisory powers, sanctions, third-country branches, and environmental, social and governance risks (CRD VI Directive). 
Both draft reports are dated 23 May, and contain draft European Parliament legislative resolutions, with the text setting out 
multiple possible amendments to the proposed Regulation and Directive. 

 Draft report on the CRR III Regulation 

 Draft report on the CRD VI Directive  

Date of publication: 06/06/2022 

(ii) International 

BCBS: Principles on climate-related financial risks, progress on specifying cryptoassets' prudential 

treatment and agreement on a way forward for the G-SIB assessment methodology review 

Status: Final 

The BCBS has published a press release, following its meeting on 27 May, on its finalisation of the principles on climate-related 
financial risks, progress on specifying cryptoassets' prudential treatment and its agreement on a way forward for the G-SIB 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52022AB0011&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=IMMC:TWD/2022/11
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/ECON-PR-731818_EN.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/doceo/document/ECON-PR-731819_EN.pdf
https://www.bis.org/press/p220531.htm
https://www.bis.org/press/p220531.htm
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assessment methodology review. In particular, the following topics were covered: (i) climate-related financial risks. The BCBS 
has finalised principles for the effective management and supervision of climate-related financial risks, following its consultation 
last year. The principles will be published in the coming weeks and promote a principles-based approach to improving risk 
management and supervisory practices to mitigate climate-related financial risks. These principles form part of the BCBS’ 
broader assessment of potential measures, spanning disclosure, supervisory and regulatory measures, to address climate-related 
financial risks to the global banking system. The BCBS will provide an update on its work across these dimensions in due course; 
(ii) cryptoassets. The BCBS has progressed its work on the prudential treatment of banks' cryptoasset exposures. Recent 
developments have further highlighted the importance of having a global minimum prudential framework to mitigate risks from 
cryptoassets. The BCBS plans to publish a second consultation paper over the coming month, with a view to finalising the 
prudential treatment around the end of 2022; (iii) G-SIB assessment methodology. The BCBS has completed its targeted review 
of the treatment of cross-border exposures within the European banking union (EBU) on the methodology for G-SIBs. The 
BCBS agreed to give recognition in the G-SIB framework to this progress through the existing methodology, which allows for 
adjustments to be made according to supervisory judgment. Under the agreement, a parallel set of G-SIB scores will be 
calculated for EBU-headquartered G-SIBs and used to adjust their bucket allocations. The parallel scores recognise 66% of the 
score reduction that would result from treating intra-EBU exposures as domestic exposures under the G-SIB scoring 
methodology. The Committee's agreement will not affect the classification of any banks as G-SIBs or the scores or bucket 
allocations of banks outside of the EBU; and (iv) risks and vulnerabilities to the global banking system. The BCBS noted the 
importance for banks and supervisors to continue to closely monitor, assess and mitigate risks and vulnerabilities facing the 
banking system, including those resulting from the ongoing Ukraine conflict. 

Date of publication: 31/05/2022 

(b) Solvency/Own funds issues 

(i) EU 

Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/951 amending the ITS laid down in Implementing 

Regulation (EU) 2016/2070 as regards benchmark portfolios, reporting templates and reporting 

instructions to be applied in the Union for the reporting referred to in Article 78(2) of CRD IV 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 20/07/2022 

The Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2022/951 amending the ITS laid down in Implementing Regulation (EU) 
2016/2070 as regards benchmark portfolios, reporting templates and reporting instructions to be applied in the Union for the 
reporting referred to in Article 78(2) of CRD IV has been published in the OJ. This document is based on the EBA ITS on 
benchmarking of internal models as of 1 June 2021. According to the EBA, the updated ITS include all benchmarking portfolios 
and metrics that will be used for the 2022 benchmarking exercise, which is an essential supervisory tool to enhance the quality of 
internal models, and is particularly important in a stressed economic situation. The EBA states that: (i) for the market risk 
benchmarking, the framework has been extended to allow the collection of new information, in particular as regards sensitivity-
based measures (SBM), in relation to the Fundamental Review of the Trading Book (FRTB) SBM for own funds requirements. 
Some instruments have been updated and clarified, while the overall composition of the portfolio has marginally changed with 
respect to the 2021 exercise; (ii) for credit risk, a limited number of additional data fields was added to understand the level of 
conservatism incorporated in the risk estimates and the resulting risk-weighted exposures amounts; (iii) for the IFRS9 portfolios, 
a limited number of additional data fields has been included to collect information on additional IFRS9 parameters, in particular 
the Loss Given Default (LGD) – this is in line with the staggered approach communicated in the EBA IFRS9 roadmap 
published in July 2019; and (iv) the update includes changes and clarifications that the EBA introduced based on its consultation 
that was published on 17 December 2020. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

EBA: Principles on representativeness of IRB-relevant data impacted by the Covid-19 pandemic and 

related measures 

Status: Draft 

The EBA has published four draft principles to support supervisory efforts in assessing the representativeness of Covid-19-
impacted data for banks using internal ratings-based (IRB) models. These principles will be part of a supervisory handbook, 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.174.01.0001.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.174.01.0001.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.174.01.0001.01.ENG
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Other%20publications/2022/1035812/Principles%20on%20representativeness%20of%20COVID-19%20impacted%20IRB%20relevant%20data.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Other%20publications/2022/1035812/Principles%20on%20representativeness%20of%20COVID-19%20impacted%20IRB%20relevant%20data.pdf


   

 

 

which the EBA will publish later in 2022, with the objective of ensuring a harmonised approach in the use of Covid-19 data, 
especially where the use of moratoria and other public measures may have led to changes in default rates. The principles relate 
to: (i) the assessment of data representativeness. The guidance laid down in the EBA's Guidelines on probability of default (PD) 
and loss given default (LGD) should apply; (ii) IRB risk parameters. A significant decrease in applied IRB risk parameters 
compared to the pre-crisis levels indicates a potential lack of representativeness and should be analysed in more depth; (iii) 
default and loss rates. The third principle deals with the default and loss rates observed during the pandemic and clarifies that in 
case of non-representativeness of such rates, a recalibration should be postponed to lower long-run averages; and (iv) validation 
and recalibration of downturn LGD. The fourth principle tackles the validation and recalibration of downturn LGD in the 
context of the pandemic. Here, the EBA recommends that potential downward recalibrations be postponed at least until the 
effects of the crisis have fully materialised in the observed loss rates. 

Date of publication: 21/06/2022 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/954 amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation 

(EU) No 183/2014 as regards the specification of the calculation of specific and general credit risk 

adjustments 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force. 11/07/2022 

The Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/954 amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation (EU) No 
183/2014 as regards the specification of the calculation of specific and general credit risk adjustments has been published in the 
OJ. It follows the EC’s Action Plan to tackle Non-Performing Loans (NPL) in the aftermath of the Covid-19 pandemic, which 
indicated the need for a revision of the treatment of purchased defaulted exposures under the Standardised Approach (SA). This 
Action Plan asks the EBA to reconsider the appropriate regulatory treatment of the Risk Weight (RW) for purchased defaulted 
assets which have been sold at a discount; that is, NPL sales. Under the current regulatory framework, the capital charge for a 
defaulted exposure may increase after its sale from a risk weight of 100% on the seller’s balance sheet to a risk weight of 150% 
on the balance sheet of the credit institution buying the assets. The amendment to the existing RTS on credit risk adjustments 
introduces a change to the recognition of total credit risk adjustments to ensure that the risk weight remains the same in both 
cases. In particular, the price discount stemming from the sale will be recognised as a credit risk adjustment for the purposes of 
determining the risk weight.  

Date of publication: 21/06/2022 

EC: Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS 

specifying the criteria for assessing the modellability of risk factors under the internal model approach 

(IMA) and specifying the frequency of that assessment under Article 325be(3) of the CRR 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS specifying 
the criteria for assessing the modellability of risk factors under the internal model approach (IMA) and specifying the frequency 
of that assessment under Article 325be(3) of the CRR. Together with the adopted Delegated Regulation set out below, this 
Delegated Act specifically sets out: (a) the technical elements to be included in the actual and hypothetical changes in the value 
of the portfolio of an institution for the purposes of the back-testing; (b) the criteria necessary to ensure that the theoretical 
changes in the value of a trading desk's portfolio are sufficiently close to the hypothetical changes in the value of a trading desk's 
portfolio for the purposes of the Profit and Loss attribution requirements; (c) the consequences for an institution where those 
changes are not sufficiently close; (d) the frequency at which the Profit and Loss attribution test is to be performed by an 
institution, the technical elements to be included in the theoretical and hypothetical changes in the value of a trading desk's 
portfolio for the purposes of the Profit and Loss attribution requirement; and (e) the manner in which institutions that use the 
internal model are to aggregate the total own funds requirement for market risk for all their trading book positions and non-
trading book positions that are subject to foreign exchange risk or commodity risk, taking into account the consequences of the 
Profit and Loss attribution requirement.  

The Regulation will be scrutinised by the EP and Council and shall enter into force on the 20th day following their publication 
in the OJ.  

Date of publication: 14/06/2022 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0954
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0954
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0954
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3801&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3801&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3801&lang=en
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EC: Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS 

specifying the technical details of back-testing and profit and loss attribution requirements under Articles 

325bf and 325bg of the CRR 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS specifying 
the technical details of back-testing and profit and loss attribution requirements under Articles 325bf and 325bg of the CRR. 
Together with the adopted Delegated Regulation set out above, this Delegated Act specifically sets out: (a) the technical 
elements to be included in the actual and hypothetical changes in the value of the portfolio of an institution for the purposes of 
the back-testing; (b) the criteria necessary to ensure that the theoretical changes in the value of a trading desk's portfolio are 
sufficiently close to the hypothetical changes in the value of a trading desk's portfolio for the purposes of the Profit and Loss 
attribution requirements; (c) the consequences for an institution where those changes are not sufficiently close; (d) the frequency 
at which the Profit and Loss attribution test is to be performed by an institution, the technical elements to be included in the 
theoretical and hypothetical changes in the value of a trading desk's portfolio for the purposes of the Profit and Loss attribution 
requirement; and (e) the manner in which institutions that use the internal model are to aggregate the total own funds 
requirement for market risk for all their trading book positions and non-trading book positions that are subject to foreign 
exchange risk or commodity risk, taking into account the consequences of the Profit and Loss attribution requirement.  

The Regulation will be scrutinised by the EP and the Council and shall enter into force on the 20th day following their 
publication in the OJ.  

Date of publication: 14/06/2022 

(c) Liquidity 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Consultation 05/2022 on the revised Circular pursuant to Article 23 of the Delegated Regulation 

2015/61 (Konsultation 05/2022 des überarbeiteten Rundschreibens zu Artikel 23 Delegierte Verordnung 
2015/61) 

Status: Consultation  

Deadline for the submission of comments: 25/07/2022 

BaFin has launched a consultation 05/2022 on the revised Circular on additional liquidity outflows for other products and 
services pursuant to Article 23 of the Delegated Regulation 2015/61 with the aim to replace the currently applicable Circular BA 
12/2021. In particular, the new version aims to adjust the materiality criteria for the annual report in accordance with Article 
23(2) Delegated Regulation 2015/61. It also aims to introduce a few content-related changes for clarification purposes. The new 
criteria intend to ensure that only those institutes submit a report for which the respective product categories are actually 
material. The draft Circular specifies the supervisory approach when applying Article 23 of the Delegated Regulation 2015/61 to 
the additional liquidity outflows in connection with other products and services. The document further defines the categories of 
products and services specified in Article 23(1)(a) to (h) of the Delegated Regulation 2015/61 and the associated liquidity 
outflows.  

The draft Circular is intended to apply to institutions to which Article 6(4) of the CRR applies and which are classified as less 
significant institutions (LSIs) under Article 6(4) of the SSM Regulation. It also applies to all institutions that are treated as CRR 
credit institutions in accordance with Section 1a of the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz – KWG). 

Date of publication: 27/06/2022 

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3800&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3800&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3800&lang=en
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Konsultation/2022/kon_05_22_Rundschreiben_zusaetzlicher_Liquiditaetsabfluesse_Zusammenhang.html;jsessionid=A4B23C71C268D8413CCDD6C64A73873D.1_cid500
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Konsultation/2022/kon_05_22_Rundschreiben_zusaetzlicher_Liquiditaetsabfluesse_Zusammenhang.html;jsessionid=A4B23C71C268D8413CCDD6C64A73873D.1_cid500


   

 

 

(d) Authorisation and passporting 

(i) EU 

EC: Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) …/… laying down ITS for the application of CRD IV 

with regard to provision of information in applications for authorisation of a credit institution 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted an Implementing Regulation laying down ITS for the application of CRD IV with regard to provision of 
information in applications for authorisation of a credit institution. Along with this, the EC has adopted an accompanying 
Annex. After scrutiny by the Council of the EU and the EP and if neither object, this document will enter into force 20 days 
after its publication in the OJ. 

Date of publication: 20/06/2022 

EC: Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing CRD IV with regard to RTS specifying 

the information to be provided in the application for the authorisation as a credit institution, and specifying 

the obstacles which may prevent the effective exercise of supervisory functions of competent authorities 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted a Delegated Regulation supplementing CRD IV with regard to RTS specifying the information to be 
provided in the application for the authorisation as a credit institution, and specifying the obstacles which may prevent the 
effective exercise of supervisory functions of competent authorities. Along with this, the EC has adopted accompanying 
Annexes. The Council of the EU and the EP will now scrutinise the this Delegated Regulation. If neither object, it will enter into 
force 20 days after its publication in the OJ. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

EC: Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing CRD IV with regard to RTS specifying 

the information to be provided by an undertaking in the application for authorisation in accordance with 

Article 8a of that Directive 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted a Delegated Regulation supplementing CRD IV with regard to RTS specifying the information to be 
provided by an undertaking in the application for authorisation in accordance with Article 8a CRD IV. Under Article 8a, 
investment firms that meet the threshold conditions set out in Article 4(1) of the CRR, which are therefore considered to be 
systemically important, should apply for authorisation as credit institutions. The draft RTS consist of a subset of the information 
to be provided to competent authorities for authorisation of a credit institution as they take into account the limited activities 
provided by the applicants. These draft RTS provide the necessary flexibility to the competent authorities in requiring such 
information and, in well-defined cases, allow competent authorities to waive some information considering, in particular, any 
prior licences the applicant might possess.  

The Delegated Regulation will be scrutinised by the EP and the Council and shall enter into force on the 20th day following that 
of its publication in the OJ. 

Date of publication: 10/06/2022 

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3302&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3302&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3949&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3949&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3949&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3342&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3342&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3342&lang=en
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(e) Cyber security 

(i) EU 

ECB: Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on measures for a high common level of cybersecurity across 

the Union, repealing the NIS Directive 

Status: Draft 

The ECB has published an Opinion on the proposal for a Directive on measures for a high common level of cybersecurity 
across the Union, repealing the network and information systems (NIS) Directive. It strongly supports the objectives of the 
proposal to increase the level of cyber resilience across all relevant sectors, reduce inconsistencies across the internal market and 
improve the level of situational awareness and the collective capability to prepare and respond by ensuring efficient cooperation 
in the Union. The ECB acknowledges the importance of maintaining strong links between the proposed Directive and the 
financial sector, which should remain part of the NIS ecosystem to promote the consistent assessment of risks related to 
information and communications technology (ICT) across the Union and foster effective cross-sectoral information exchange 
and collaboration when dealing with cyber threats. Where the ECB recommends that the proposed directive is amended, a 
specific drafting proposal is set out in a separate technical working document accompanied by an explanatory text to this effect. 

Date of publication: 16/06/2022 

(f) Remuneration 

(i) EU 

EBA: Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under CRD 

Status: Final  

Date of application: 31/12/2022 

The EBA has published its updated Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under the CRD, which were 
originally published in 2012 and updated in 2014. This update takes into account additional requirements introduced by CRD V 
regarding the application of derogations and the benchmarking of the gender pay gap. The EBA also added guidance to 
harmonise the benchmarking of approvals granted by shareholders to use higher ratios than 100% between variable and fixed 
remuneration. These Guidelines include revised data collection templates to collect additional information on the application of 
the derogations to the application of the requirements to pay out parts of the variable remuneration in instruments and under 
deferral arrangements. The Guidelines have also introduced specific templates for the benchmarking of the gender pay gap. In 
parallel, the EBA has published Guidelines concerning these aspects aimed at investment firms covered by the IFD, as set out in 
the entry on the new Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under IFD in section 2 below. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

EBA: Guidelines on the high earner data collections under CRD and IFD 

Status: Final  

Date of application: 31/12/2022 

The EBA has published its final updated Guidelines on the high earner data collections under the CRD and the IFD, which 
were originally released in 2012 and revised in 2014. The reason for this update is the adaption to the amended remuneration 
framework laid down in the CRD, including the introduction of derogations to pay out a part of the variable remuneration in 
instruments and under deferral arrangements, and to the new specific remuneration regime laid down in the IFD and IFR. These 
Guidelines deal with the requirements of the CRD and the IFD towards competent authorities to collect information on the 
number of natural persons, per institution and investment firm respectively, who are remunerated EUR1 million or more per 
financial year, in pay brackets of EUR1m. The information should also include details on their job responsibilities, the business 
area and the main elements of the salary, bonus, long-term award, and pension contribution. Guidance is provided to ensure that 
the data is of the appropriate quality for deriving reliable and consistent information. Institutions, investment firms and 
competent authorities should check the accuracy and consistency of data before submission. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52022AB0014&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52022AB0014&from=EN
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=IMMC:TWD/2022/14&qid=1647305335138
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-06%20GL%20on%20remuneration%20CRD/1036475/Final%20report%20on%20GLs%20on%20remuneration%20and%20gender%20pay%20gap%20benchmarking%20under%20CRD.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-08%20GL%20on%20high%20earners/1036477/Final%20report%20on%20GLs%20on%20the%20high%20earner%20data%20collections%20under%20CRD%20and%20IFD.pdf


   

 

 

(g) Large exposures/Limits to shadow banking entities 

(i) EU 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1011 supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS specifying 

how to determine the indirect exposures to a client arising from derivatives and credit derivatives contracts 

where the contract was not directly entered into with the client but the underlying debt or equity 

instrument was issued by that client 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 18/07/2022 

The Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/1011 supplementing the CRR with regard to RTS specifying how to 
determine the indirect exposures to a client arising from derivatives and credit derivatives contracts where the contract was not 
directly entered into with the client but the underlying debt or equity instrument was issued by that client has been published in 
the OJ. This Delegated Regulation serves the sole purpose of specifying the measurement methods for indirect exposures arising 
from derivative and credit derivative contracts for institutions to correctly identify and limit their large exposures. For large 
exposures purposes, an institution shall calculate the exposures to a client or group of connected clients by adding the direct and 
indirect exposures in the trading book and in the non-trading book. In order to ensure consistency through the different pieces 
of the regulatory framework, the Delegated Regulation builds on the Basel Large Exposures standards with the intention of 
being consistent with market risk rules for the calculation of exposures from (credit) derivatives, complemented where needed 
by specificities stemming from the large exposures framework. The document therefore differentiates between three categories: 
(i) options on debt and equity instruments; (ii) credit derivative contracts; and (iii) other derivatives having as the underlying asset 
a debt or equity instrument and which are not included in the other two categories. 

Date of publication: 28/06/2022 

EBA: Consultation paper on draft RTS on the identification of a group of connected clients under 

Article 4(1)(39) of the CRR 

Status: Consultation  

Deadline for the submission of comments: 08/09/2022 

The EBA has launched a consultation on draft RTS on the identification of a group of connected clients under Article 4(1)(39) 
of the CRR. These draft RTS revise and partially replace the previous EBA Guidelines on connected clients, which have applied 
since 1 January 2019. Sections of the Guidelines related to the circumstances of control, economic dependencies and their 
interaction, will be repealed and transferred without substantial changes to the RTS. All explanatory examples, as well as further 
guidance on the alternative approach for exposures to central governments and supervisory expectations with regard to control 
and management procedures for identifying connected clients, will stay in the Guidelines.  

Date of publication: 08/06/2022 

(h) Accounting/Prudential filter/Audit 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Information sheet on the MPV process “Submission of audit reports” (Informationsblatt zum MVP-
Fachverfahren „Einreichen von Prüfungsberichten“) 

Status: Final 

BaFin has updated its information sheet on the process for “Submission of audit reports” via BaFin's reporting and publication 
platform (Melde- und Veröffentlichungsplattform – MVP). This information sheet first explains the registration for the MVP, the 
application to the specific process on “Submission of audit reports” and the procedure to submit these reports. It also specifies 
the contact details of the offices for support in respect of questions or problems regarding the submission process. The 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.170.01.0022.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.170.01.0022.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.170.01.0022.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.170.01.0022.01.ENG
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Consultations/2022/Consultation%20on%20draft%20RTS%20on%20the%20identification%20of%20a%20group%20of%20connected%20clients%20%28GCC%29/1034683/Consultation%20paper%20on%20draft%20RTS%20on%20group%20of%20connected%20clients.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Consultations/2022/Consultation%20on%20draft%20RTS%20on%20the%20identification%20of%20a%20group%20of%20connected%20clients%20%28GCC%29/1034683/Consultation%20paper%20on%20draft%20RTS%20on%20group%20of%20connected%20clients.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/documents/10180/2135623/a1e904c4-a275-4533-9868-384f229f1489/Guidelines%20on%20connected%20clients%20%28EBA-GL-2017-15%29_EN.pdf?retry=1
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/MVP/dl_Informationsblatt_Einreichen_von_Pruefungsberichten_MVP.html
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information sheet closes with an explanation of the effects of using this specialised procedure on reporting obligations to BaFin 
and the Deutsche Bundesbank. 

Date of publication: 22/06/2022 

1.2 Recovery and resolution 

(i) EU 

EBA: Consultation paper on Guidelines to resolution authorities on the publication of the write-down and 

conversion and bail-in exchange mechanic 

Status: Consultation  

Deadline for the submission of comments: 07/09/2022 

The EBA has launched a consultation on Guidelines addressed to resolution authorities on the publication of the write-down 
and conversion and bail-in exchange mechanic under BRRD. The draft Guidelines provide a clear framework for resolution 
authorities to publish their approach to using the bail-in tool. They aim to set out the minimum elements that authorities should 
publish about their exchange mechanics. Authorities that have not yet done so are expected to start publishing a high-level 
document from January 2024 setting out the key aspects of their favoured approach – in particular if they intend to make use of 
interim instruments, and those that have already published information are expected to check if that publication complies with 
these draft Guidelines. Authorities should continuously update their documents as they further develop their approach. The final 
report is anticipated by the end of 2022. 

Date of publication: 07/06/2022 

(ii) Eurozone 

SRB: Operational guidance on bail-in implementation 

Status: Final  

The SRB has published updated versions of its operational guidance to banks on the implementation of the bail-in tool. These 
include updated guidance on bail-in playbooks, bail-in data set instructions and an explanatory note on the latter. The updates 
add more detail to the expectations related to intragroup loss transfer and recapitalisation mechanisms between the resolution 
entity and its subsidiaries, as well as the required management information systems (MIS) capabilities. A dedicated section on the 
testing of bail-in playbooks and MIS capabilities by banks, including targeted amendments based on the SRB’s experience in this 
area since August 2020, has also been added. The changes made are summarised in the annexes to the documents. 

Date of publication: 15/06/2022 

SRB: Updated 2022 MREL policy 

Status: Final 

The SRB has published its updated 2022 Minimum Requirement for own funds and Eligible Liabilities (MREL) policy. The 
policy has been revised based on experience gained and stakeholder feedback and applies to the 2022 resolution planning cycle. 
The updates to the policy are highlighted in red text in track changes in the document. The update takes into account new 
regulatory developments, such as the end of the supervisory leverage relief measures of the ECB, as well as changes to the CRR 
recently agreed by the EU co-legislators on the indirect holding of internal MREL and the MREL calibration for banks with a 
multiple point-of-entry resolution strategy (the “daisy chain proposal”). The policy has also further enlarged the coverage of 
entities under internal MREL and made the subordination policy more dynamic, taking into account evolving balance sheets 
prior to resolution. It also complements the SRB approach to internal MREL waiver applications in a new annex. 

Date of publication: 08/06/2022 

 

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Consultations/2022/Consultation%20on%20draft%20guidelines%20to%20resolution%20authorities%20on%20the%20publication%20of%20their%20approach%20to%20implementing%20the%20bail-in%20tool/1034365/CP%20on%20draft%20GLs%20to%20publication%20of%20bail-in%20mechanics.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Consultations/2022/Consultation%20on%20draft%20guidelines%20to%20resolution%20authorities%20on%20the%20publication%20of%20their%20approach%20to%20implementing%20the%20bail-in%20tool/1034365/CP%20on%20draft%20GLs%20to%20publication%20of%20bail-in%20mechanics.pdf
https://www.srb.europa.eu/en/content/operational-guidance-bail-implementation
https://www.srb.europa.eu/system/files/media/document/2022-06-08_MREL_clean.pdf


   

 

 

2. Investment firms regulation 

(i) EU 

EBA: Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under IFD 

Status: Final  

Date of application: 31/12/2022 

The EBA has published Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under the IFD. They integrate the 
changes made to the remuneration and disclosure requirements under the new remuneration framework for investment firms 
under the IFD and the Investment Firms Regulation (IFR). The approach taken by the EBA towards these Guidelines is 
consistent with the corresponding Guidelines for credit institutions under the CRD, as set out in the entry on the new 
Guidelines on remuneration and gender pay gap benchmarking under the CRD in section 1.1(f) above. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

EBA: Guidelines on the high earner data collections under CRD and IFD 

Status: Final  

Date of application: 31/12/2022 

The EBA has published its final updated Guidelines on the high earner data collections under the CRD and the IFD. For more 
information, please see section 1.1(f) above. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

EBA: Adoption of two Decisions on reporting of supervisory data from investment firms’ competent 

authorities to the EBA 

Status: Final 

The EBA has adopted two Decisions on how competent authorities supervising investment firms under the IFR will transmit 
supervisory data to the EBA. They set the scope, timing and modalities of the data submissions via the European Centralised 
Infrastructure of Data (EUCLID), which allows the EBA to carry out in-depth analyses of the EU-wide financial sector and 
assess the impact of new regulations. The data submissions will therefore be essential for the review of the IFD/IFR planned for 
2024. The first submission is expected by 31 December 2022. 

 Decision EBA/DC/446 concerning investment firms’ supervisory reporting by competent authorities to the EBA 

 Decision EBA/DC/448 amending Decision EBA/DC/2020/335concerning EUCLID 

Date of publication: 28/06/2022 

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-07%20GLs%20on%20remuneration%20IFD/1036476/Final%20report%20on%20GLs%20on%20remuneration%20and%20pay%20gap%20benchmarking%20under%20IFD.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-08%20GL%20on%20high%20earners/1036477/Final%20report%20on%20GLs%20on%20the%20high%20earner%20data%20collections%20under%20CRD%20and%20IFD.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/1036147/EBA%20DC%20446%20Decision%20concerning%20investment%20firms%20reporting%20by%20CAs%20to%20the%20EBA.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/1036148/EBA%20DC%20448%20Decision%20amending%20EUCLID%20Decision.pdf
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3. Market regulation/Conduct rules 

3.1 Benchmarks 

(i) EU 

ESMA: Q&A on the Benchmarks Regulation 

Status: Final 

ESMA has updated its Q&A on the Benchmarks Regulation by adding a Q&A within the chapter on definitions regarding the 
meaning of “readily available” data according to Article 3(1)(8) of the BMR. 

Date of publication: 23/06/2022 

3.2 Capital markets union 

(i) EU 

ECB: Speech on delivering the CMU 

Status: Final 

The ECB has published a speech by Verena Ross, ECB Chair, on delivering the Capital Markets Union (CMU). Key points 
include: (i) MiFIR Review and the establishment of a consolidated tape. Ms Ross emphasises that ESMA is overall very 
supportive of the EC’s proposal and fully shares its ambitions. ESMA would however suggest an adequate timeframe allowing 
for the launch of the procedure, for entities to apply and for ESMA to select and subsequently authorise a successful candidate. 
ESMA considers that a staggered approach may be a good idea, meaning that the consolidated tape for certain asset classes 
could be prioritised over others; (ii) the trading venue perimeter. Ms Ross mentions ESMA's recent consultation on a proposed 
ESMA opinion, which intends to clarify what a multilateral system is, and provides guidance on when systems should seek 
authorisation as a trading venue. The opinion aims at enhancing supervisory convergence in the EU and levelling the playing 
field between market participants. She explains that ESMA is currently analysing the feedback received and will finalise its 
opinion in the next few months. She also emphasises that ESMA is working with competent authorities in assessing the different 
systems on a case-by-case basis, as the features and complexity of such systems vary greatly. ESMA does this by looking at 
concrete cases where the dividing line concerning trading venue authorisation is blurred and discussing the merits of each case at 
case-specific sessions of its standing committees; (iii) digital transformation and cryptoassets. Ms Ross notes that ESMA believes 
that the EC’s Digital Finance Package, which includes a Regulation on Markets in Crypto-Assets (MiCA), is a welcome step, and 
that ESMA is already reflecting on how it will fulfil the mandates it may be given. She explains that ESMA would see it as 
appropriate to play a greater role when it comes to the authorisation and supervision of significant Cryptoasset Services 
Providers; and (iv) commodities and circuit breakers. Ms Ross notes that ESMA is currently reflecting carefully on the additional 
tools that could be put in place to better identify potential risks to orderly markets at an early stage so that market 
infrastructures, and ultimately authorities, can take action as necessary before those risks materialise. In particular, it is looking at 
how transparency in these markets, for instance through additional information on the OTC positions held by market 
participants trading on-venue commodity derivatives, could allow market participants, trading venues and regulators to better 
identify risks and maintain orderly markets. Ms Ross also mentions the role of circuit breakers in times of market stress, and 
notes that a discussion on their design might be needed. 

Date of publication: 01/06/2022 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-145-114_qas_on_bmr.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-445-442_verena_ross_fese_convention_speech_1_june_2022.pdf


   

 

 

3.3 Consumer protection rules 

(i) EU 

ESMA: Public statement on the implementation of the clearing obligation for pension scheme 

arrangements 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a statement on the implementation of the clearing obligation (CO) for pension scheme arrangements 
(PSAs). ESMA explains that, in line with its recommendations, the EC has adopted a draft Delegated Act, supplementing EMIR, 
which exempts PSAs from the CO until 18 June 2023. ESMA notes that the approval process for the Delegated Act may take 
some time and the current temporary exemption runs out on 18 June. Therefore, from 19 June and until the approval process of 
the Delegated Act is complete, ESMA expects competent authorities not to prioritise their supervisory actions in relation to the 
CO for PSAs and to apply their risk-based supervisory powers in their day-to-day supervision of applicable legislation in this 
area in a proportionate manner. 

Date of publication: 16/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Adoption of its position on new rules for consumer credit 

Status: Adopted by the Council of the EU 

The Council of the EU has adopted its position and general approach on the proposed Directive on consumer credits to revise 
and replace the Consumer Credit Directive (CCD II). Prior to this adoption, the Council of the EU had published on 7 June 
2022 its latest Presidency compromise text of the proposed Directive. Changes compared to the EC’s proposal are marked in 
bold and underlined for new text, and by [...] for deleted text. The document also describes the main amendments to the EC’s 
proposal, including exclusions from the scope, an optional partial derogation for four new products, and a clarification of the 
provisions on pre-contractual information. The Presidency stated that it considers the text, as set out in the Annex, to be 
reflecting a balanced and fair compromise between the different views expressed by delegations. 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

ESMA: Speech on key priorities for EU retail fund investors 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a speech by Verena Ross, ESMA Chair, on the key priorities for EU retail fund investors. Ms Ross covers 
three topics: (i) the PRIIPs review – ESMA considers that a significant number of changes to the PRIIPs regulation are needed 
and encourages the EC and the co-legislators to consider a broad review of the PRIIPs framework, not merely the Level 1 
legislation. ESMA considers that performance and past performance information in the PRIIPs KID is a key topic for 
consideration. Ms Ross also stresses that any review should harness the opportunities provided by digital disclosure; (ii) costs 
and fees of investment funds – Ms Ross discusses highlights from ESMA’s report on the Common Supervisory Action (we have 
covered this item below). Ms Ross also states that in order to promote retail participation in funds investment, she favours the 
creation of online calculator tools allowing retail investors to calculate the costs and fees of funds distributed across the EU; and 
(iii) sustainability and greenwashing – the ESAs will shortly publish a statement clarifying several areas of its RTS that it is aware 
have been unclear to market participants. ESMA also plans to issue a comprehensive set of formal Q&As after the delegated 
regulation is published in the OJ on the practical application of the rules, covering the SFDR disclosures and the additional 
taxonomy-related product disclosures. Ms Ross also highlights the dangers of greenwashing, explaining that statuses as “Article 
8” or “Article 9” funds are being used in marketing material by fund managers as quality labels for sustainability. The purpose of 
Article 8 disclosures is to highlight any kind of environmental or social characteristics promoted by such products, however 
small they might be. Ms Ross advises investors to not take the mere presence of an Article 8 disclosure as an indication of 
sustainability per se. The ESAs will work with NCAs to reduce such "over-disclosure" by investment funds, to avoid misleading 
disclosures to investors about the greenness of a product.  

Date of publication: 31/05/2022 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-451-500_clearing_obligation_for_psas_statement.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-451-500_clearing_obligation_for_psas_statement.pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/09/consumer-protection-council-adopts-its-position-on-new-rules-for-consumer-credits/
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9433-2022-REV-1/en/pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma34-466-284_verena_ross_speech_-_irish_funds_2022.pdf
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3.4 Market abuse 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Application of the new MAR Guidelines by ESMA (Anwendung der neuen MAR-Leitlinien der 
ESMA) 

Status: Final 

BaFin has published a statement, setting out that it will apply the updated MAR Guidelines by ESMA without restriction, within 
the comply-or-explain procedure. These Guidelines regulate the delay in disclosure of inside information and interactions with 
prudential supervision. The supplement to these Guidelines was necessary in order to adequately address the tension between 
supervisory decisions within the CRR and the CRD on the one side and Article 17 of the MAR regarding ad hoc publicity on the 
other. Accordingly, the amended MAR Guidelines provide orientation on two essential aspects: With regard to the delay 
provision of Article 17(4)(a) of the MAR, the list of legitimate interests in Section 5 is supplemented by the two case groups h) 
and g). These reasons for delay apply to institutions that are subject to the requirements of the CRR or the CRD. If insider 
information emerges in the approval process of Article 77 of the CRR or in the exchange with the supervisory authority on draft 
decisions that arise in the process of the supervisory review and evaluation process (SREP), issuers are entitled to temporarily 
postpone the publication of this insider information. 

Date of publication: 02/06/2022 

(ii) EU 

ESMA: Q&A on the MAR 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published an updated version of its Q&A on the Market Abuse Regulation (MAR). The new Q&A 9.2, in the section 
on market soundings, is on the scope of Article 11(1a) of the MAR. ESMA explains that the scope of Article 11(1a) of the MAR 
is limited to the communication of information to potential qualified investors who negotiate the terms and conditions to 
subscribe to the bonds only. Article 11(1a) sets forth an exception from the market soundings regime provided in Article 11(1), 
which has to be interpreted narrowly. The communication of information to potential investors contacted after the terms and 
conditions have been determined therefore falls in the scope of Article 11(1), as it takes place prior to the announcement of a 
transaction, in order to gauge the interest of potential investors in a possible transaction and the conditions relating to it. 
Further, Recital 6 of Regulation (EU) 2019/21151 clarifies that the aim of the communication of information in that negotiation 
phase is to structure and complete the transaction as a whole, and not to gauge the interest of potential investors as regards a 
predefined transaction. This reasoning is based on the fact that the negotiation phase of the transaction essentially differs from 
the communication of information to gauge the interest of potential investors. Therefore, the exception provided in Article 
11(1a) relates only to private placements being the result of negotiations between an issuer and a limited number of potential 
qualified investors, aiming to determine the contractual terms and conditions of the transaction. 

Date of publication: 23/06/2022 

3.5 MiFID/MiFIR 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Three General Administrative Acts continue to permit the deferred publication of transactions (Drei 
Allgemeinverfügungen gestatten weiterhin die spätere Veröffentlichung von Geschäften) 

Status: Final  

Date of effect: 04/07/2022 

BaFin has published three General Administrative Acts (Allgemeinverfügungen) stating that transactions in financial instruments 
may continue to be published later than generally required by MiFIR. BaFin is extending its corresponding regulations by 
another six months until 1 January 2023. The currently applicable regulations are limited until 3 July 2022. With effect from 4 

https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Meldung/2022/meldung_20222_06_02_MAR_ESMA_Leitninien.html
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-4966_mar_gls-delay_in_the_disclosure_of_inside_information.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-145-111_qa_on_mar.pdf
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Meldung/2022/meldung_2022_06_30_Nachhandelstransparenz.html


   

 

 

July 2022, BaFin will extend the current regulations by way of issuing three General Administrative Acts for the following types 
of transactions: (i) transactions in non-equity instruments on trading venues operated by an investment services company; (ii) 
over the counter (OTC) transactions in non-equity instruments by investment services firms; and (iii) transactions in equity 
instruments on trading venues operated by an investment services company. 

A separate permission for a subsequent publication of OTC transactions with equity instruments is still not provided for. 
According to MiFIR, this is covered by the permission for trading venues. Trading venues that fall under the supervision of 
BaFin must obtain its approval before making use of the permission for subsequent publication. 

By way of background: since 3 January 2018, new rules on post-trade transparency for transactions in financial instruments have 
applied under MiFIR. In principle, details of transactions in financial instruments on a trading venue and OTC transactions in 
financial instruments traded on a trading venue must be published in real time or as soon as technically possible. National 
supervisory authorities may permit later publication under certain conditions. The authorities may also permit certain 
information on the transactions to be published at a later date. 

 General Administrative Act to permit the deferred publication of transactions in non-equity instruments on trading venues 

operated by an investment services company (Allgemeinverfügung zur Gestattung einer späteren Veröffentlichung von Geschäften mit 

Nichteigenkapitalinstrumenten an Handelsplätzen, die durch ein Wertpapierdienstleistungsunternehmen betrieben werden) 

 General Administrative Act to permit the deferred publication of OTC transactions in non-equity instruments by 

investment services firms (Allgemeinverfügung zur Gestattung einer späteren Veröffentlichung von OTC-Geschäften mit 

Nichteigenkapitalinstrumenten durch Wertpapierdienstleistungsunternehmen) 

 General Administrative Act to permit the deferred publication of transactions in equity instruments on trading venues 

operated by an investment services company (Allgemeinverfügung zur Gestattung einer späteren Veröffentlichung von Geschäften mit 

Eigenkapitalinstrumenten an Handelsplätzen, die durch ein Wertpapierdienstleistungsunternehmen betrieben werden) 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

(ii) EU 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/930 supplementing MiFIR by specifying fees relating to the 

supervision by ESMA of data reporting service providers 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 20/06/2022 

The Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/930 supplementing MiFIR by specifying fees relating to the supervision by 
ESMA of data reporting service providers (DRSPs) has been published in the OJ. The Delegated Regulation covers the details 
of: (i) application and authorisation fees; (ii) annual supervisory fees; (iii) how to calculate applicable turnover; (iv) payment of 
fees; and (v) transitional provisions. The Delegated Regulation entered into force and applies from 20 June. There are also 
transitional provisions for 2022, when a fixed fee will be charged, and for 2023. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

ECB: Opinion on a proposal for a Regulation amending MiFIR as regards enhancing market data 

transparency, removing obstacles to the emergence of a consolidated tape, optimising trading obligations 

and prohibiting receiving payments for forwarding client orders 

Status: Draft 

The ECB has published an opinion on a proposal for a Regulation amending MiFIR as regards enhancing market data 
transparency, removing obstacles to the emergence of a consolidated tape, optimising trading obligations and prohibiting 
receiving payments for forwarding client orders. The ECB makes general observations on the proposed Regulation, including: 
(i) consolidated tape. The ECB welcomes the introduction of the proposed enhanced regime for the “consolidated tape” and the 
competitive bid process for the selection of a consolidated tape provider for each asset class; (ii) pre-trade transparency regime 
for equities (dark trading). The ECB welcomes the proposed Regulation's streamlining of the pre-trade transparency regime for 
equities. At the same time, it is noted that the interaction between the abolition of the venue-specific volume cap and the 
lowering of the EU-wide cap is complex, as these proposed changes are expected to have diverging effects on transparency. The 
ECB suggests, therefore, that the pre-trade transparency regime for equities, in particular the calibration of the volume cap, 

https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_nichteigenkapital.html?nn=9021442
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_nichteigenkapital.html?nn=9021442
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_otc.html?nn=9021442
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_otc.html?nn=9021442
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_eigenkapital.html?nn=9021442
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsrecht/Verfuegung/vf_220630_nachhandelstransparenz_eigenkapital.html?nn=9021442
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0930
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0930
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/en_con_2022_19_f_sign~63747883b4.en.pdf?86da9d5cc8d69144ad27879cd4060bd7
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/en_con_2022_19_f_sign~63747883b4.en.pdf?86da9d5cc8d69144ad27879cd4060bd7
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/en_con_2022_19_f_sign~63747883b4.en.pdf?86da9d5cc8d69144ad27879cd4060bd7
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should be kept under review; (iii) prohibition of payment for order flow (PFOF). The proposal includes a further restriction of 
PFOF – the ECB considers that PFOF can impede market efficiency and the transparency of European capital markets; (iv) 
ending open access for exchange-traded derivatives. While the ECB supports measures that strengthen EU clearing markets, it is 
important to consider the possible implications that the removal of the open access provision could have for competition, 
innovation and market integration, and to carefully balance potentially competing objectives; and (v) other MiFIR provisions and 
their impact on ECB/ESCB market transactions. The ECB notes that certain MiFIR provisions could be further improved in 
the light of the ECB/ESCB’s experience with conducting market operations on EU trading venues. These include the EC’s 
empowerment to extend the exemption from MiFIR transparency requirements to other central banks, as well as maintaining 
full exemption of ESCB securities financing transactions from the supervisory reporting obligation. Where the ECB 
recommends that the proposed regulation is amended, specific drafting proposals are set out in a separate technical working 
document accompanied by an explanatory text. 

Date of publication: 01/06/2022 

3.6 Packaged retail and insurance-based investment products 
(PRIIPs) 

(i) EU 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/975 amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation 

(EU) 2017/653 as regards the extension of the transitional arrangement laid down in Article 14(2) of that 

Regulation and amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation (EU) 2021/2268 as regards the date 

of application of that Regulation 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 14/07/2022 

The Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2022/975 amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/653 as 
regards the extension of the transitional arrangement laid down in Article 14(2) of that Regulation and amending the RTS laid 
down in Delegated Regulation (EU) 2021/2268 as regards the date of application of that Regulation has been published in the 
OJ. Along with it, the EC has published a statement concerning the application date of new rules for the Key Information 
Document (KID) for packaged retail and insurance-based investment products (PRIIPs). This statement confirms that it is 
intended: (i) for the rules for the KID in Delegated Regulation 2017/653 to continue to apply until 31 December 2022, including 
the ability to use the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) to provide specific information about UCITS offered as 
underlying investment options; and (ii) for the new rules included in Delegated Regulation 2021/2268 to amend Delegated 
Regulation 2017/653 to apply from 1 January 2023. The National Competent Authorities are expected to take the Statement 
from the European Commission into account during their supervision of PRIIPs.  

The ESAs have also drawn attention to this statement by way of their own publications. Similarly, BaFin has pointed towards 
this delay of the application of the Delegated Regulation 2021/2268 until 1 January 2023 in a separate publication. 

Date of publication: 24/06/2022 

3.7 Prospectus regulation 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Guidance Notice on the prohibition of blind pool constructions in the German Investment Act 

(Merkblatt zum Verbot von Blindpool-Konstruktionen im Vermögensanlagengesetz) 

Status: Final 

BaFin has published an updated Guidance Notice on the prohibition of blind pool constructions in the German Investment Act 
(Vermögensanlagengesetz – VermAnlG). Blind pools have been prohibited since the Investor Protection Strengthening Act 
(Anlegerschutzstärkungsgesetz – AnlSchStG). Accordingly, asset investments for which the investment object is not specifically 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0975
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0975
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0975
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0975
https://ec.europa.eu/info/publications/220624-priips-disclosures-application-postponement_en
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esas-refer-stakeholders-commission-statement-application-date-new-priips-rules
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Aufsichtsmitteilung/2022/aufsichtsmitteilung_220628_verschiebung_PRIIPs.html
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/DE/Merkblatt/WA/dl_wa_merkblatt_VermAnlG_Verbot_Blindpool_2022.html?nn=9021442


   

 

 

determined at the time of the preparation of the sales prospectus or the asset investment information sheets in the cases of 
Section 2a VermAnlG may not be offered to the public.  

The new version takes into account the experience BaFin has gained since the prohibition came into force. The revised 
Guidance Notice therefore contains, among other things, new categories of investment objects resulting from examination 
practice and which require uniform application. Examples are the introduction of a category for movable assets, such as packing 
stations or online trading for small goods, and the increasingly differentiated approach of issuers in renewable energies. For 
existing investment objects, individual criteria were also adjusted to facilitate legal application. With the revision of the 
information sheet, BaFin is also reacting to the fact that some providers are trying to circumvent the blind pool ban. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

3.8 Transparency requirements/Shareholder requirements 

(i) EU 

ESMA: Practical Guide on national rules on notifications of major holdings under the Transparency 

Directive 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a Practical Guide on national rules on notifications of major holdings under the Transparency Directive, 
which summarises the main rules and practices applicable across the European Economic Area (EEA) in relation to notifications 
of major holdings under national law in accordance with the Transparency Directive. It is intended to aid market participants, 
particularly shareholders with notification obligations under national law in accordance with the Transparency Directive, in 
fulfilling these obligations. 

Date of publication: 15/06/2022 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/practical_guide_major_holdings_notifications_under_transparency_directive.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/practical_guide_major_holdings_notifications_under_transparency_directive.pdf
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4. Market infrastructure 

4.1 Custody rules 

(i) EU 

ESMA: Final report on RTS on settlement discipline under CSDR on suspension of buy-in 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published its final report, including draft RTS, suspending the application of the mandatory buy-in rules under the 
Central Securities Depositories Regulation (CSDR) and Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2018/1229 (the RTS on 
settlement discipline). ESMA proposes to suspend the application of the CSDR mandatory buy-in regime for three years. The 
proposed amendment to the RTS on settlement discipline is based on the expected changes to the CSDR buy-in regime 
presented in the EC’s legislative proposal for the CSDR Review which was published in March, and on the amendment made to 
the CSDR through the DLT Pilot Regulation, which allows ESMA to propose a later start date for the CSDR buy-in regime. 
The CSDR settlement discipline regime has applied from 1 February 2022. However, market participants have expressed their 
concerns about having serious difficulties in implementing the mandatory buy-in regime on the scheduled date due to: (i) the 
absence of clarity regarding some open questions necessary for the implementation of the buy-in requirements; and (ii) the 
uncertainty as to whether the EC’s legislative proposal on amending the CSDR would include amendments to the mandatory 
buy-in rules and the extent of any potential amendments. The draft RTS have been sent to the EC for endorsement in the form 
of a Commission Delegated Regulation. Following endorsement by the EC, the Commission Delegated Regulation will then be 
subject to the non-objection of the EP and of the Council of the EU. ESMA’s December 2021 statement will remain in place 
until the buy-in regime is formally suspended. 

Date of publication: 02/06/2022 

4.2 EMIR 

(i) Germany 

BaFin: Application of ESMA Guidelines on supervisory review and evaluation of CCPs (Anwendung von 
ESMA-Leitlinien zur aufsichtlichen Überprüfung und Bewertung von CCPs) 

Status: Final 

BaFin has published a statement confirming that it will fully apply the ESMA Guidelines on supervisory review and evaluation 
of CCPs under Article 21 of EMIR in its supervisory practice from 30 June 2022. The Guidelines aim to ensure a common, 
uniform and consistent application of Article 21 of EMIR. In particular, they contain proposals on the format, scope and 
methodology for the review and assessment of CCPs which must be carried out regularly once a year. In addition, the Guidelines 
stipulate that in the case of certain significant and one-off changes, an ad hoc review should take place after their introduction. 
The purpose of this is to assess the impact of changing systems, processes, procedures and risk management strategies and to 
ensure continued compliance with EMIR requirements. The Guidelines also contain specifications on the sources of 
information on the basis of which the supervisory review and evaluation should take place. 

Date of publication: 20/06/2022 

(ii) EU 

ESMA: Update on the applications for recognition from U.S.-based CCPs 

Status: Final 

ESMA has updated its applications for recognition from U.S.-based central counterparties (CCPs) as Tier 1 CCPs under 
Article 25 of EMIR. These counterparties are the Fixed Income Clearing Corporation (FICC), which is authorised and 

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-5011_final_report_-_rts_settlement_discipline_-_buy-in_suspension.pdf
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Meldung/2022/meldung_2022_06_20_CCPs_ESMA_Leitlinien.html
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj1tpj6vcT4AhU9i_0HHdv0D8AQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.esma.europa.eu%2Fsystem%2Ffiles_force%2Flibrary%2Fesma70-151-3374_guidelines_on_supervisory_review_and_evaluation_process_of_ccps_under_emir_art._21.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3uuP4L2-k7i2zvW4kAaau6
https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=&ved=2ahUKEwj1tpj6vcT4AhU9i_0HHdv0D8AQFnoECAYQAQ&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.esma.europa.eu%2Fsystem%2Ffiles_force%2Flibrary%2Fesma70-151-3374_guidelines_on_supervisory_review_and_evaluation_process_of_ccps_under_emir_art._21.pdf&usg=AOvVaw3uuP4L2-k7i2zvW4kAaau6
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma91-398-5595_public_statement_ficc_and_occ_june_2022.pdf


   

 

 

supervised by the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the Options Clearing Corporation (OCC), which is 
jointly authorised and supervised by the SEC and the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC). This follows the 
EC’s adoption, on 4 April 2022, of the amendments to the Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2021/85 on the 
equivalence to EMIR’s requirements of the U.S. regulatory framework for CCPs that are authorised and supervised by the SEC, 
as well as of the Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/552. The detailed list of recognised TC-CCPs is published on 
the ESMA website. 

Date of publication: 28/06/2022 

EC: EMIR equivalence decisions for CCPs in China and Israel 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 14/07/2022 

Two Implementing Decisions on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central counterparties (CCPs) in China and 
Israel under EMIR have been published in the OJ. The Implementing Decisions will allow CCPs in these jurisdictions to apply 
for recognition by ESMA. Once recognised, these CCPs will be able to provide central clearing services in the EU to EU 
clearing members and trading venues.  

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/984 on the equivalence of the regulatory framework of the People’s 

Republic of China for central counterparties that are authorised to clear OTC derivatives in the interbank market and 

supervised by the People’s Bank of China to the requirements of EMIR 

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/985 on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central 

counterparties in Israel to the requirements of EMIR 

Date of publication: 24/06/2022 

ESAs: Final report on EMIR RTS amending the bilateral margin requirements with regard to intragroup 

contracts 

Status: Final 

The Joint Committee of European Supervisory Authorities (ESAs) has published a final report on two draft EMIR RTS 
amending the Delegated Regulations on bilateral margin requirements with regard to intragroup contracts and on the clearing 
obligation. The proposed amendments relate to the temporary regime for intragroup OTC derivative contracts where one 
counterparty is established in a third country and the other counterparty is established in the EU. The ESAs are of the view that 
a review of the EMIR framework for intragroup exemptions for contracts with third countries, and its interaction with the CRR, 
would be desirable. Taking into account the possible negative consequences if the deferred dates of application are not extended 
beyond the current expiry date of 30 June as well as the scheduled upcoming reviews of EMIR, which offer the possibility of 
addressing these challenges, the ESAs are proposing to extend the temporary regime by three years. As the approval process for 
the draft RTS may take some time, from 1 July and until the end of the approval process, the ESAs expect competent authorities 
not to prioritise their supervisory actions with respect to the related requirements applicable to intragroup transactions and to 
generally apply their risk-based supervisory powers in their day-to-day supervision of applicable legislation in this area in a 
proportionate manner. 

This report has been published and will be considered in parallel with a report by ESMA, set out below, which presents similar 
considerations and amendments regarding the bilateral margining RTS. 

Date of publication: 10/06/2022 

ESMA: Final report on EMIR RTS on amendments to the clearing obligation regarding intragroup 

contracts 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a final report with a new draft RTS proposing amendments to the clearing obligation regarding intragroup 
contracts within three Commission Delegated Regulations on the clearing obligation under EMIR. This report has been 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.167.01.0103.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.167.01.0103.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.167.01.0103.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.167.01.0108.01.ENG
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=uriserv:OJ.L_.2022.167.01.0108.01.ENG
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Draft%20Technical%20Standards/2022/ESA%202022%2013%20EMIR%20RTS/1034960/ESA%202022%2013%20-%20Final%20Report%20-%20Bilateral%20margin%20amendments%20%28intragroup%29%202022.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Draft%20Technical%20Standards/2022/ESA%202022%2013%20EMIR%20RTS/1034960/ESA%202022%2013%20-%20Final%20Report%20-%20Bilateral%20margin%20amendments%20%28intragroup%29%202022.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-451-164_final_report_on_the_clearing_obligation_intragroups.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-451-164_final_report_on_the_clearing_obligation_intragroups.pdf
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published and will be considered in parallel with the report by the ESAs, as set out above, which presents similar considerations 
and amendments regarding the bilateral margining RTS. 

Date of publication: 13/06/2022 

EC: Adoption of RTS and ITS on registration, reporting requirements and data access of TRs under EMIR 

Status: Adopted by the EC 

The EC has adopted the following six Delegated and Implementing Regulations amending the specified RTS and ITS with 
regard to registration, reporting requirements and data access of trade repositories (TRs) under EMIR.  

The Regulations will then be scrutinised by the EP and Council and shall enter into force on the 20th day following that of their 
publication in the OJ. 

 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) …/… amending the ITS laid down in Implementing Regulation (EU) No 

1248/2012 as regards the format for applications for registration as trade repositories and for applications for extension of 

registration as trade repositories 

 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing EMIR with regard to RTS specifying the procedures for 

the reconciliation of data between trade repositories and the procedures to be applied by the trade repositories to verify the 

compliance by the reporting counterparty or submitting entity with the reporting requirements and to verify the 

completeness and correctness of the data reported 

 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation (EU) No 150/2013 

as regards the details of the applications for registration as a trade repository and for applications for extension of 

registration as a trade repository 

 Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) …/… laying down ITS for the application of EMIR with regard to the 

standards, formats, frequency and methods and arrangements for reporting 

 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… supplementing EMIR with regard to RTS specifying the minimum details of 

the data to be reported to trade repositories and the type of reports to be used 

 Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… amending the RTS laid down in Delegated Regulation (EU) No 151/2013 

by further specifying the procedure for accessing details of derivatives as well as the technical and operational arrangements 

for their access 

Date of publication: 10/06/2022 

EC: Report to the EP and Council under Article 85(2) EMIR on OTC derivatives, central counterparties 

and trade repositories 

Status: Final 

The EC has published a report, addressed to the EP and Council, on the temporary exemption under Article 85(2) EMIR from 
the central clearing obligation for entities operating Pension Scheme Arrangements (PSAs), in relation to certain types of 
over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives. The exemption has been extended several times since 2012, and currently runs until 
18 June 2022. In the report, the EC explains its decision to extend the exemption for one final time until June 2023. Since the 
last EC report in May 2021, the expert group on PSAs has met three times. Participants confirmed that PSAs are largely ready to 
clear, have clearing arrangements in place and clear some trades voluntarily. However, PSAs underlined that the underlying issue 
of access to cash remains. The EC believes that, since 2019, there has been substantial progress towards central clearing for 
PSAs, including some PSAs partially moving to central clearing on a voluntary basis. Nevertheless, further operational steps are 
needed. In particular, EU CCPs should use the allotted time to further develop their facilitated access and collateral 
transformation models in order to increase their attractiveness to PSAs. At the same time, pension funds should ensure that they 
possess sufficient organisational competences and capacities to handle clearing of their derivative portfolios. For these reasons, 
the EC will prolong the clearing exemption for PSAs for a final year. From 19 June 2023, PSAs will be required under EMIR to 
clear. In accordance with its decision to grant one last extension until June 2023, the EC already adopted a Commission 
Delegated Regulation (EU) …/… extending the transitional period referred to in Article 89(1), first subparagraph, of EMIR, on 
the same day. 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3580&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3580&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3580&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3581&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3581&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3581&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3581&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3585&lang=en
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https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3589&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3590&lang=en
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https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=C(2022)3590&lang=en
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/report-emir-delegated-act-2022-3684_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/report-emir-delegated-act-2022-3684_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/emir-delegated-act-2022-3684_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/level-2-measures/emir-delegated-act-2022-3684_en.pdf


   

 

 

Three Commission Implementing Decisions on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central 

counterparties to the requirements of EMIR in Indonesia, Malaysia and Chile 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 29/06/2022 

Three Commission Implementing Decisions on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central counterparties (CCPs) 
in three non-EU jurisdictions under EMIR have been published in the OJ, following their adoption by the EC on 8 June. These 
Implementing Decisions in relation to Indonesia, Malaysia and Chile allow CCPs in these jurisdictions to apply for recognition 
by ESMA. Once recognised, such CCPs will be able to provide central clearing services in the EU to EU clearing members and 
trading venues.  

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/899 on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central 

counterparties in Indonesia to the requirements of EMIR as regards central counterparties under the supervision of the 

Indonesia Financial Services Authority (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan) 

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/902 on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central 

counterparties in Malaysia to the requirements of EMIR 

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/903 on the equivalence of the regulatory framework for central 

counterparties in Chile to the requirements of EMIR 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

Two Commission Implementing Decisions on the regulatory framework for central counterparties in South 

Africa and India  

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 10/06/2022 

In addition to the preceding list of decisions, two more Commission Implementing Decisions on the regulatory framework 
under EMIR for central counterparties (CCPs) in the non-EU jurisdictions of India and South Africa have been published in the 
OJ, following their adoption by the EC on 8 June. These two Implementing Decisions amend existing Implementing Decisions 
for these jurisdictions to reflect certain changes to the legal and supervisory frameworks in both jurisdictions. 

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/900 amending Implementing Decision (EU) 2015/2039 as regards the 

evolution of the regulatory framework of South Africa for central counterparties 

 Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2022/901 amending Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/2269 as regards central 

counterparties under the supervision of the International Financial Services Centres Authority (India) 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

ESMA: Final report on EMIR RTS on the commodity derivative clearing threshold 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published its final report, which includes a draft amending RTS, on the commodity derivative clearing threshold 
(CT). The “EMIR Refit” Regulation introduced a mandate in EMIR for ESMA to periodically review the CTs and propose to 
update them where necessary, in order to ensure that the CTs remain appropriate. This report presents the amending RTS 
proposing to change the CT for commodity derivatives. ESMA conducted a review of the CTs in November 2021. A summary 
of the feedback to the discussion paper, alongside ESMA’s response, is in section 4 of the final report. ESMA believes that the 
CT framework needs to be amended to better recognise the benefits of clearing. ESMA has therefore recommended, in its 
high-level response to the EC consultation on the targeted review of EMIR, that instead of distinguishing between OTC and 
Exchanged Traded Derivatives for the purpose of the CTs, the distinction should be between cleared versus non-cleared, in 
such a way that only derivatives not cleared at an authorised or recognised CCP should count towards the CTs. In the meantime, 
and in order to alleviate temporarily the impact of the current energy prices on NFCs, ESMA has developed an RTS proposing 
to increase the CT for commodity derivatives by EUR1 billion. Once the EMIR framework review is finalised, ESMA will 
reassess the CTs based on the new methodology, including the applicable CT for commodity derivatives. However, ESMA 
stands ready to review the level of the CT at any point in time should the conditions change. Lastly, this report focuses on this 
particular aspect of the CT review for which there is urgency to act, whereas the rest of the feedback to the discussion paper will 
continue to be handled as part of the broader workstream looking at the regular review of the CTs. In preparing the report, 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0899
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0899
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0899
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0902&qid=1654858238656
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0902&qid=1654858238656
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0903
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0903
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022D0900
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https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-451-114_final_report_review_of_the_commodity_derivative_clearing_threshold_under_emir.pdf
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ESMA took into account the feedback from the public consultation on the discussion paper, consulted the European Systemic 
Risk Board and requested advice from the Securities and Markets Stakeholder Group. ESMA has sent the draft amending RTS 
to the EC for endorsement. Additionally, ESMA will continue to periodically review the CTs to ensure they are fit for purpose 
and well-calibrated, in particular in the case of material changes in market circumstances. 

Date of publication: 03/06/2022  



   

 

 

5. Anti-money laundering 

(i) EU 

Council of the EU: Agreement of partial position on the proposal for a Regulation to set up a new 

anti-money laundering authority 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has agreed its partial position on the proposal for a Regulation to set up a new anti-money laundering 
authority, which aims to increase the efficiency of the AML/CTF framework, in particular with a view to the cross-border 
nature of crime. Among other tasks, it will contribute to the harmonisation and coordination of supervisory practices in both 
financial and non-financial sectors, the direct supervision of high-risk and cross-border financial entities and the coordination of 
financial intelligence units.  

The Council has now expanded the powers of the Authority to enable direct supervision of certain types of credit and financial 
institutions, including cryptoasset service providers. For the first selection process, the Council has also empowered the new 
Authority to supervise up to 40 groups and entities and to ensure a complete coverage of the internal market under its 
supervision. It has also provided the general board with more powers in the governance of AMLA. An agreement on the 
location of the seat of the new Authority, however, is still outstanding. 

Date of publication: 29/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Provisional agreement on the proposal for a Regulation regarding transparency of 

cryptoasset transfers 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has reached a provisional agreement with the EP on the proposal for a Regulation regarding 
transparency of cryptoasset transfers, which aims to make the misuse of crypto currencies for criminal purposes increasingly 
difficult. In particular, the proposal has been updated with regard to the newly introduced “travel rule”, which will ensure 
financial transparency on exchanges in cryptoassets and will provide the EU with a solid and proportional framework that 
complies with the most demanding international standards on the exchange of cryptoassets. These standards include 
recommendations 15 and 16 of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF), the global money laundering and terrorist financing 
watchdog. 

Date of publication: 29/06/2022 

EBA: Final report on Guidelines on policies and procedures in relation to compliance management and the 

role and responsibilities of the AML/CFT Compliance Officer under Article 8 and Chapter VI of Directive 

(EU) 2015/849 

Status: Final  

Date of application: 01/12/2022 

The EBA has published Guidelines specifying the role and responsibilities of an AML/CFT compliance officer and of the 
management body of credit or financial institutions. These Guidelines specify that credit or financial institutions should appoint 
one member of their management body who will ultimately be responsible for the implementation of the AML/CFT 
obligations, and clarify the tasks and functions of that person. They also describe the roles and responsibilities of the AML/CFT 
compliance officer, when this person is appointed by the management body pursuant to the proportionality criteria. When the 
credit or financial institution is part of a group, the Guidelines prescribe that a group AML/CFT compliance officer should be 
appointed and clarify this person’s tasks and responsibilities. The Guidelines aim to create a common understanding, by 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/29/new-eu-authority-for-anti-money-laundering-council-agrees-its-partial-position/
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https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/29/anti-money-laundering-provisional-agreement-reached-on-transparency-of-crypto-asset-transfers/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/29/anti-money-laundering-provisional-agreement-reached-on-transparency-of-crypto-asset-transfers/
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-05%20GLs%20on%20AML%20compliance%20officers/1035126/Guidelines%20on%20AMLCFT%20compliance%20officers.pdf
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https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Guidelines/2022/EBA-GL-2022-05%20GLs%20on%20AML%20compliance%20officers/1035126/Guidelines%20on%20AMLCFT%20compliance%20officers.pdf
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competent authorities and credit or financial institutions, of credit or financial institutions’ AML/CFT governance arrangements. 
They complement but do not replace relevant EBA Guidelines on wider governance arrangements and suitability checks.  

The Guidelines will be translated and published on the EBA website. The deadline for competent authorities to report whether 
they intend to comply with the Guidelines is six months after the publication of the translations. 

Date of publication: 14/06/2022 

ESAs: Joint ESAs Report on the withdrawal of authorisation for serious breaches of AML/CFT rules 

Status: Final 

The European Supervisory Authorities, EBA, ESMA and EIOPA (ESAs) have published a report that provides a 
comprehensive analysis on the completeness, adequacy and uniformity of the applicable laws and practices on the withdrawal of 
authorisation for serious breaches of the AML/CFT rules. The joint report fulfils the Council of the EU’s 2018 AML action 
plan, in which the ESAs were requested to clarify some aspects of the interaction between serious breaches of AML/CFT rules. 
The report examines the following four action points articulated in Objective 5 of the AML Council Action Plan: (i) clarify the 
degree of discretion of the prudential supervisors and the criteria for the withdrawal of the authorisation once a serious breach 
of AML/CFT rules has been ascertained, while taking into account the different practices and legal frameworks in Member 
States; (ii) ensure a uniform interpretation of the language referring to serious breaches of AML/CFT rules in the CRD IV 
Directive; (iii) ensure a consistent consideration of the consequences of licence withdrawal, particularly in terms of the need to 
preserve critical functions in the bank, the involvement of resolution authorities, depositor protection and the possibility of 
suspending payment of deposits by the deposit guarantee scheme; and (iv) identify measures available to prudential authorities to 
address prudential concerns stemming from money laundering/terrorist financing risks and breaches of AML/CFT rules.  

The report advocates for the introduction in all relevant EU sectoral laws of a specific legal ground to revoke licences for serious 
breaches of AML/CFT rules. It also calls for the inclusion of assessments by competent authorities of the adequacy of the 
arrangements and processes to ensure AML/CFT compliance as one condition for granting authorisation or registration. The 
report highlights the importance of the appropriate integration of AML/CFT issues into prudential regulation and supervision, 
including in the proposal for the Markets in Crypto-Assets Regulation (MiCA), currently under negotiation. Furthermore, the 
report clarifies the nature of the decision to revoke licences as a last resort measure, subject to a discretionary and 
proportionality assessment. It also lays down uniform criteria for the notion of serious breach of AML/CFT rules, highlighting 
that the identification of a serious breach is subject to a case-by-case assessment by the AML/CFT supervisor. Finally, the report 
provides a preliminary analysis of the interaction between serious breaches of AML/CFT rules and the crisis management and 
resolution frameworks as well as a first mapping of operational and legislative criticalities. 

Date of publication: 01/06/2022 

(ii) International 

FATF: Targeted update on implementation of FATF’s standards on VAs and VASPs 

Status: Final 

The FATF has published a targeted update on implementation of its Standards on virtual assets (VAs) and virtual asset service 
providers (VASPs), with a focus on FATF’s Travel Rule. It also covers relevant emerging risks and market developments, 
including on Decentralised Finance (DeFi), Non Fungible Tokens (NFTs) and unhosted wallets. It finds that many countries still 
need to strengthen their understanding of ML/TF risks of the VA and VASP sector and to quickly increase their mitigation 
efforts. The report also highlights that there are now technological solutions available to facilitate Travel Rule compliance in 
practice, but the private sector needs to continue to increase interoperability between solutions and across jurisdictions, and to 
work towards full compliance. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

FATF: Outcomes from June 2022 FATF plenary 

Status: Final 

The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) published the outcomes from its June 2022 plenary meeting. Among other things, the 
FATF: (i) finalised a report that shares good practices and recommendations for combating money laundering and terrorist 

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Reports/2022/1033744/Joint%20ESAs%20Report%20on%20withdrawal%20of%20authorisation%20AML%20breaches.pdf
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https://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/outcomes-fatf-plenary-june-2022.html


   

 

 

financing by sharing information while adhering to data protection and privacy. This is the first report that provides tangible 
examples of information sharing initiatives with analysis of the data protection implications. It highlights the importance of 
collaboration and cooperation between anti-money laundering and data protection authorities. This report is due to be published 
in July; (ii) discussed a targeted update on the implementation of the FATF Standards to prevent the misuse of virtual assets and 
virtual asset service providers (VASPs) for money laundering, and the financing of terrorism and proliferation. The report 
focuses on the implementation of the FATF’s travel rule, which requires VASPs to collect or send information on the identities 
of the originator and beneficiary with virtual asset transfers. The report stresses the urgent need for jurisdictions to implement 
and enforce the travel rule. In addition, the report provides a brief update on emerging risks and market developments that the 
FATF continues to monitor, such as decentralised finance, non-fungible tokens, and unhosted wallets. The report will be 
published at the end of June; (iii) discussed progress in developing guidance that aims to help countries implement the FATF 
Standard on beneficial ownership information for legal persons. Delegates agreed to seek views from targeted stakeholders 
before finalising the guidance in October; (iv) considered amendments to strengthen Recommendation 25, which aim to ensure 
a balanced and coherent approach to beneficial ownership in the FATF Recommendations. The FATF is releasing a white paper 
for public consultation and welcomes views particularly on the scope of legal arrangements, risk assessment and foreign trusts, 
obligations of trustees, the definition of beneficial owners, approaches in collecting beneficial ownership information, adequate, 
accurate and up-to-date information and obstacles to transparency. The deadline for comments is 1 August; and (v) heard the 
key priorities of the Singapore Presidency, which starts on 1 July. These include a particular focus on strengthening asset 
recovery and international cooperation in combating cross-border financial crime, such as cyber-enabled fraud and ransomware. 
The FATF will also work to strengthen the use of data analytics and public-private partnerships to better combat money 
laundering and terrorism financing. The FATF will publish the FATF priorities under its Singapore Presidency on 1 July. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022  
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6. Payments 

6.1 Payment services/E-money 

(i) EU 

EPC: Publication of the SRTP Scheme Rulebook 

Status: Final  

Date of effect: 30/06/2022 

The European Payments Council (EPC) has published a new version of the SEPA Request-To-Pay (SRTP) Scheme Rulebook, 
which covers the operating rules and technical elements that allow a Payee to request the initiation of a payment from a Payer in 
a wide range of physical or online use cases. The change introduced in this version has no operational impact at this stage but 
specifies that as of 30 November 2023 the scheme participants will have the obligation to, at the minimum, exchange messages 
based on application programming interfaces (APIs) in order to ensure full reachability. However, the EPC specifies that the 
scheme participants can also decide to use their APIs immediately. Alongside this publication, the EPC has released further 
preliminary information on SRTP-related API specifications. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

EBA: Opinion on its technical advice on the review of PSD2 

Status: Final 

The EBA has published its opinion and report in response to the EC’s call for advice on the review of the Second Payment 
Services Directive (PSD2). The opinion, together with its annexed report, outlines a large number of issues identified in the 
implementation and application of the PSD2, and specific proposals on how to address these issues. The EBA observes that, 
overall, the objectives of the PSD2 have started to materialise, however, there are still many issues and challenges that need to be 
addressed. The EBA’s key proposals include: (i) merging the PSD2 and the Second Electronic Money Directive (EMD2); 
(ii) clarifying the application of SCA and the transactions in scope; (iii) addressing new security risks for customers, such as social 
engineering fraud, where customers are tricked into initiating a payment transaction; (iv) addressing concerns about 
authentication approaches that have led to exclusion of certain groups of society from using payment services online; 
(v) addressing underlying issues and obstacles to the provision of payment initiation services (PIS) and account information 
services (AIS), including the proposals for AIS providers to apply their own SCA with their customers instead of relying on the 
authentication procedures by banks, empowering customers to remain in control of their data, and supporting the development 
of high-quality interfaces across the EU; (vi) moving from ‘Open Banking’ to ‘Open Finance’, or the expansion from access to 
payment accounts data towards access to other types of financial data, which is an opportunity to build on the sharing of data 
enabled by the PSD2; (vii) addressing the enforcement shortcomings in relation to the implementation and application of SCA 
for e-commerce card-based transactions and the removal of obstacles to the provision of AIS and PIS; (viii) addressing 
unwarranted de-risking practices by banks affecting payment and e-money institutions; and (ix) adjusting the prudential 
requirements, in particular in relation to initial capital, own funds, the use of professional indemnity insurance, the proposal for 
recovery and wind-down for significant payment institutions and possible consolidation group supervision. 

Date of publication: 23/06/2022 

EPC: Ten Implementation Guidelines on SEPA rules for 2023 

Status: Final  

Date of entry into force: 19/11/2022 

The EPC has published ten Implementation Guidelines regarding the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) rules for 2023; these 
cover various topics. 

 SEPA Direct Debit Business-to-Business Inter-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Direct Debit Core Customer-to-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC014-20%20v2.1%20SEPA%20RTP%20Scheme%20Rulebook.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC137-22%20v1.0%20SRTP%20related%20API%20Specifications%20-%20Preliminary%20Information.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Opinions/2022/Opinion%20od%20PSD2%20review%20%28EBA-Op-2022-06%29/1036016/EBA%27s%20response%20to%20the%20Call%20for%20advice%20on%20the%20review%20of%20PSD2.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC301-07%20SDD%20B2B%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC301-07%20SDD%20B2B%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC130-08%20SDD%20Core%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf


   

 

 

 SEPA Direct Debit Core E-Mandate Service Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Direct Debit Core Inter-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Credit Transfer Inter-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Direct Debit Business-to-Business Customer-to-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Direct Debit Business-to-Business E-Mandate Service Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Credit Transfer Customer-to-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Instant Credit Transfer Customer-to-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 SEPA Instant Credit Transfer Inter-PSP Implementation Guidelines 2023 version 1.0 

 

Date of publication: 22/06/2022 

EPC: Public consultation on the SEPA Payment Account Access Scheme Rulebook 

Status: Consultation  

Deadline for the submission of comments: 12/09/2022 

The European Payments Council (EPC) has launched a public consultation on the draft rulebook of its new SEPA Payment 
Account Access (SPAA) Scheme. The SPAA scheme covers the set of rules, practices and standards that will allow the exchange 
of payment accounts-related data and facilitates the initiation of payment transactions in the context of ‘value-added’ (‘premium’) 
services provided by asset holders (i.e. account-servicing payment service providers to asset brokers (e.g. third party providers)). 
The SPAA scheme covers messaging functionalities. It is not about a payment means or a payment instrument, but rather it 
offers a way to transport information in relation to payment accounts and transactions. The EPC is also consulting on a related 
document concerning a possible additional ‘premium’ functionality that would allow asset brokers to request a payment with 
transaction fees not borne by the payer. 

Date of publication: 13/06/2022 

EPC: Clarification paper on the SEPA Request-to-Pay (RTP) scheme rulebook 

Status: Final 

The EPC has published a clarification paper on the Single Euro Payments Area (SEPA) Request-to-Pay (SRTP) scheme 
rulebook. The purpose of the clarification paper is to provide guidance and, where feasible, recommendations to the SRTP 
scheme participants on matters that are not described in version 2.0 of the SRTP scheme rulebook, which was published on 
30 November 2021. It should be noted that the clarification paper is a living document which will be updated from time to time 
once new questions and/or issues arise that need further clarification. 

Date of publication: 30/05/2022 

https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC002-09%20SDD%20Core%20e-Mandate%20Service%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC002-09%20SDD%20Core%20e-Mandate%20Service%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC114-06%20SDD%20Core%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0_0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC114-06%20SDD%20Core%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0_0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC115-06%20SCT%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC115-06%20SCT%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC131-08%20SDD%20B2B%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC131-08%20SDD%20B2B%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC129-09%20SDD%20B2B%20e-Mandate%20Service%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC129-09%20SDD%20B2B%20e-Mandate%20Service%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC132-08%20SCT%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC132-08%20SCT%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC121-16%20SCT%20Inst%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC121-16%20SCT%20Inst%20C2PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC122-16%20SCT%20Inst%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0_0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-06/EPC122-16%20SCT%20Inst%20Inter-PSP%20IG%202023%20V1.0_0.pdf
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/document-library/rulebooks/public-consultation-sepa-payment-account-access-scheme-rulebook-0
https://www.europeanpaymentscouncil.eu/sites/default/files/kb/file/2022-05/EPC216-20%20v2.0%20Clarification%20Paper%20SRTP%20Rulebook.pdf
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7. Banking union 

7.1 Single Supervisory Mechanism (SSM) 

(i) EU 

Council of the EU: Eurogroup statement on the future of the Banking Union 

Status: Final 

The Council of the EU has published a statement by the Eurogroup (an informal body where the ministers of the euro-area 
member states discuss matters relating to their shared responsibilities concerning the euro) on the future of the Banking Union. 
The Eurogroup considers that, as an immediate step, work on the Banking Union should focus on strengthening the common 
framework for bank crisis management and national deposit guarantee schemes (the CDMI framework), underpinned by the 
following broad elements: (i) a clarified and harmonised public interest assessment; (ii) a broadened application of resolution 
tools in crisis management at the European and national level, including for smaller and medium-sized banks, where the funding 
needed for effective use of resolution tools is available, notably through MREL and industry-funded safety nets; (iii) further 
harmonisation of the use of national deposit guarantee funds in crisis management, while ensuring appropriate flexibility for 
facilitating the market exit of failing banks in a manner that preserves the value of the bank’s assets; (iv) a harmonised least-cost 
test, administered by national authorities, to govern the use of DGS funds outside payout to covered depositors, to ensure 
consistent, credible and predictable outcomes; and (v) harmonisation of targeted features of national bank insolvency laws to 
ensure consistency with the principles of the European CMDI framework. The Eurogroup invites the European Commission to 
consider bringing forward legislative proposals for a reformed CMDI framework. They invite the co-legislators to complete any 
legislative work during this institutional cycle until early-2024. 

Date of publication: 16/06/2022  

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/16/eurogroup-statement-on-the-future-of-the-banking-union-of-16-june-2022/


   

 

 

8. Institutional supervisory framework 

(i) EU 

ECB: Three Guidelines on the implementation of the Eurosystem monetary policy framework 

Status: Published in the OJ 

The ECB has published the following three Guidelines related to the implementation of the Eurosystem monetary policy 
framework. 

 Guideline (EU) 2022/987 amending Guideline (EU) 2015/510 on the implementation of the Eurosystem monetary policy 

framework 

 Guideline (EU) 2022/988 amending Guideline (EU) 2016/65 on the valuation haircuts applied in the implementation of the 

Eurosystem monetary policy framework 

 Guideline (EU) 2022/989 amending Guideline (EU) 2021/975 on additional temporary measures relating to Eurosystem 

refinancing operations and eligibility of collateral 

Date of publication: 24/06/2022  

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0987
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0987
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0988
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0988
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0989
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022O0989
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9. Investment funds 

9.1 Product regulation 

(a) AIF 

(i) EU 

Council of the EU: Council Presidency final compromise text of proposed Directive amending AIFMD and 

UCITS Directive 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU published a note containing the Presidency’s final compromise text of the proposed Directive amending 
the AIFMD and UCITS Directive regarding delegation arrangements, liquidity risk management, supervisory reporting, 
provision of depositary and custody services and loan origination by alternative investment funds. See entry below for the 
announcement of the Council that it had agreed its general approach. 

Date of publication: 21/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Agreement of its position on proposed Directive amending AIFMD and UCITS 

Directive 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has agreed on its position on the proposed Directive amending the AIFMD and the UCITS Directive 
regarding delegation arrangements, liquidity risk management, supervisory reporting, provision of depositary and custody 
services and loan origination by alternative investment funds. In a related press release, the Council: (i) stresses the importance 
of consistent harmonisation in the area of liquidity risk management. In particular, it underlines the need to improve the 
availability of liquidity management tools, with new requirements on managers to provide for the activation of these instruments. 
This will help ensure that fund managers are well equipped to deal with significant outflows in times of financial turbulence; 
(ii) supports the creation, as proposed by the EC, of an EU framework for loan-originating funds, supplemented with several 
requirements to alleviate risks for financial stability and to ensure an appropriate level of investor protection; and (iii) further 
clarifies the rules for outsourcing and the delegation of certain functions by fund managers to third parties. It also increases the 
supervisory cooperation in this area, and introduces new reporting requirements on delegation arrangements for the purpose of 
an improved monitoring and supervision of the application of the EU regulatory framework. The Council considers that precise 
reporting obligations on outsourcing will reduce the possibilities for creating letterbox companies. Other key issues for the 
Council concern the framework for the provision of cross-border services by depositaries, new reporting obligations for UCITS 
for the purpose of risk monitoring, and new transparency rules to enhance investor protection. Now that the Council has agreed 
its position on the proposal, it will enter into trilogue negotiations with the EP to agree on a final version of the text. See entry 
above for the note published by the Council which contained the Presidency’s final compromise text of the proposed amending 
Directive. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

ESMA: Supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management. With 
the briefing, ESMA aims to ensure convergence across the EU in the supervision of investment funds with sustainability 
features, and in combating greenwashing by investment funds, by way of establishing common supervisory criteria for NCAs. 
The briefing covers: (i) guidance for the supervision of fund documentation and marketing material, as well as guiding principles 
on the use of sustainability-related terms in funds’ names; and (ii) guidance for convergent supervision of the integration of 
sustainability risks by AIFMs and UCITS managers. ESMA will work closely with NCAs to combat greenwashing, by promoting 

https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9768-2022-REV-1/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9768-2022-REV-1/en/pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/17/capital-markets-union-council-agrees-its-position-on-updated-rules-for-hedge-funds-private-debt-funds-and-other-alternative-investment-funds/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/17/capital-markets-union-council-agrees-its-position-on-updated-rules-for-hedge-funds-private-debt-funds-and-other-alternative-investment-funds/
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma34-45-1427_supervisory_briefing_on_sustainability_risks_and_disclosures.pdf


   

 

 

further supervisory convergence in supervising investment funds with sustainability features. This may include updating the 
supervisory briefing if needed considering experiences after the SFDR RTS start applying on 1 January 2023. 

Date of publication: 31/05/2022 

(b) UCITS 

(i) EU 

Council of the EU: Council Presidency final compromise text of proposed Directive amending AIFMD and 

UCITS Directive 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU published a note containing the Presidency’s final compromise text of the proposed Directive amending 
the AIFMD and UCITS Directive regarding delegation arrangements, liquidity risk management, supervisory reporting, 
provision of depositary and custody services and loan origination by alternative investment funds. For more information, please 
see section 9.1(a) above. 

Date of publication: 21/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Agreement of its position on proposed Directive amending AIFMD and UCITS 

Directive 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has agreed on its position on the proposed Directive amending the AIFMD and the UCITS Directive 
regarding delegation arrangements, liquidity risk management, supervisory reporting, provision of depositary and custody 
services and loan origination by alternative investment funds. For more information, please see section 9.1(a) above. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

ESMA: Supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management. For 
more information, please see section 9.1(a) above. 

Date of publication: 31/05/2022 

9.2 Prudential regulation 

(a) Compliance 

(i) Germany 

Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile) 

Status: Published in the Federal Gazette  

Date of entry into force: 18/06/2022  

The Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile – KryptoFAV) has been published in the Federal Gazette. 
It aims to promote Germany as a fund location by opening up the possibility for providers of investment funds to also issue 
crypto fund units. The regulation relies on the law on the introduction of electronic securities, including the Electronic Securities 

https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9768-2022-REV-1/en/pdf
https://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-9768-2022-REV-1/en/pdf
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/17/capital-markets-union-council-agrees-its-position-on-updated-rules-for-hedge-funds-private-debt-funds-and-other-alternative-investment-funds/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/17/capital-markets-union-council-agrees-its-position-on-updated-rules-for-hedge-funds-private-debt-funds-and-other-alternative-investment-funds/
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma34-45-1427_supervisory_briefing_on_sustainability_risks_and_disclosures.pdf
http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl122s0868.pdf
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Act (Gesetz über elektronische Wertpapiere – eWpG), which entered into force on 4 June 2021, as this law created the possibility of 
issuing electronic securities by way of entry into an electronic securities register. 

Accordingly, the new regulation enables the providers of investment funds to issue electronic securities by entering them into an 
electronic securities register as so-called crypto fund units. The regulation governs the general possibility of issuing crypto fund 
units and, to this end, extends the provisions of the eWpG to electronic fund units. It is ensured that the register-keeping entity 
of an electronic securities register in which crypto fund units are registered is always the depositary of the investment fund itself. 
This ensures that the depositary can fulfil its duties in relation to the investor. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

(ii) EU 

ECON: Adoption of amendments to ELTIF Regulation 

Status: Draft 

The European Parliament's Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee (ECON) adopted its report on the proposed 
amendments to the Regulation on European long-term investment funds (ELTIFs). These new rules aim to facilitate the flow of 
funds towards the real economy, including green and digital priority areas. The following aspects of the amendments are 
highlighted in the press release: (i) protecting investors. All ELTIFs marketed in the EU must be authorised. In addition, ESMA 
will have to keep and update quarterly a central public register of authorised ELTIFs with updated links to their annual reports 
and, where available, the Key Information Document, so that investors can analyse and compare existing ELTIFs; and 
(ii) greener investments. It is necessary to clarify that ELTIFs can also invest in European green bonds. To this end, it is 
proposed to complement the existing rules so that green bonds and financial products that aim to make sustainable investments 
are explicitly included in the list of investment assets eligible for ELTIFs. The ECON negotiators are now ready to start talks 
with the Council of the EU, which has already adopted its position. 

Date of publication: 20/06/2022 

https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220620IPR33410/meps-want-to-revive-european-long-term-investment-funds


   

 

 

10. Special rules for real estate financing and 
covered bonds 

10.1 Mortgage credits 

(i) EU 

EBA: Opinion on the EC request for technical advice on issues related to the Mortgage Credit Directive 

Status: Final 

The EBA has published an opinion in response to the EC request for technical advice on issues related to the Mortgage Credit 
Directive (MCD). It includes the proposal to review the MCD to facilitate the smooth functioning of the internal market for 
mortgages, foster a level playing field across all types of lenders and ensure a higher level of consumer protection across Member 
States. In particular, the EBA sets out suggestions to: (i) revise the requirements on pre-contractual and advertising information 
to provide consumers with the appropriate information to make an informed decision and to compare products; (ii) ensure that 
the requirements on information disclosure are fit for digital channels; (iii) introduce additional consumer protections measures 
when artificial intelligence systems are used for creditworthiness assessment; (iv) introduce borrower-based measures in the 
information provided to consumers to promote responsible lending and borrowing while contributing to financial stability; and 
(v) establish an EU-wide definition of ‘green mortgages’ to encourage sustainable lending and borrowing. 

Date of publication: 24/06/2022 

https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Opinions/2022/Opinion%20on%20MCD%20review%20%28EBA-Op-2022-07%29/1036068/EBA%27s%20response%20to%20the%20EC%20Call%20for%20advice%20on%20the%20review%20of%20MCD.pdf
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11. Special topics 

11.1 FinTech/Digital finance 

(i) Germany 

BMJ: Measures to modernize the capital market and to facilitate access to the capital market for companies 

(Maßnahmen zur Modernisierung des Kapitalmarkts und zur Erleichterung des Kapitalmarktzugangs für 
Unternehmen) 

Status: Final 

The German Ministry of Justice (Bundesjustizministerium – BMJ) has published a press release on the official presentation of the 
key points for a so-called Future Financing Law (Zukunftsfinanzierungsgesetz) with changes in the areas of company law, capital 
market law and tax law. This new law is aimed at making the German financial centre more competitive for companies by way of 
further increasing the efficiency of the German capital market. This, in turn, is supposed to expand the mobilisation of sufficient 
private capital to add to the extensive public funds made available for tackling the enormous task of shaping the digital shift and 
the transformation towards a climate-neutral economy. Various legal measures are intended to improve the financing of future 
investments and facilitate access to capital markets for companies, especially start-ups, growth companies and SMEs. This Law 
includes the following key points: (i) facilitated access to the capital market for companies, in particular by way of reducing the 
minimum capital for an IPO from currently 1.25 million euros to 1 million euros; (ii) improved legal framework for financial 
instruments and transactions, especially with regard to the financing options for start-ups, growth companies and SMEs; (iii) 
digitalisation of the capital market, for example by enabling the issuing of shares as electronic securities and possibly also by 
improving the transferability of crypto assets; (iv) improved opportunities for raising equity by facilitating capital increases and 
enabling dual class shares; (v) strengthened supervision by removing obstacles to digitalisation and improving the framework for 
English-language communication with BaFin; (vi) enhanced tax attractiveness of share and capital investments, in particular by 
promoting share savings; (vii) significant improvement in the tax framework for employee share ownership and greater employee 
participation in the success of their company; and (viii) commitment to continuation of the INVEST program beyond 2022. 

This Law is intended to enter into force in the first half of the legislative term so that the economy, employees and savers will 
soon be able to benefit from these measures. 

Date of publication: 29/06/2022 

Regulation on the audit structure for crowdfunding service providers (Schwarmfinanzierungsdienstleister-
Prüfungsverordnung) 

Status: Published in the Federal Gazette  

Date of entry into force: 01/07/2022  

The Regulation on the audit structure pursuant to Section 32f of the German Securities Trading Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz – 
WpHG) for crowdfunding service providers in accordance with the EU Crowdfunding Regulation 
(Schwarmfinanzierungsdienstleister-Prüfungsverordnung – SchwarmfdPV) has been published in the Federal Gazette. With this 
Regulation, BaFin and the German Ministry of Finance (Bundesfinanzministerium – BMF) intend to define, in more detail, key 
aspects of the yearly auditing procedures provided for by Section 32f WpHG for crowdfunding service providers. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile) 

Status: Published in the Federal Gazette  

Date of entry into force: 18/06/2022  

The Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile – KryptoFAV) has been published in the Federal Gazette. 
For more information, please see section 9.2(a) above. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

https://www.bmj.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/DE/2022/0629_Massnahmen_Zukunftsfinanzierungsgesetz.html
http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl122s0852.pdf
http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl122s0852.pdf
http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl122s0868.pdf


   

 

 

BaFin: Guidance Notice 02/2022 (BA) – Guidelines on the application process for the crypto securities 

registration (Merkblatt 02/2022 (BA) – Hinweise zum Erlaubnisverfahren für die 
Kryptowertpapierregisterführung) 

Status: Final 

BaFin has published the Guidance Notice 02/2022 (BA) on the application process for crypto securities registration. It contains 
initial information for companies as to which aspects of the licensing procedure BaFin considers to be of particular importance. 
The Guidance Notice is addressed to companies that want to apply for a licence for crypto securities registration management 
pursuant to Section 1(1a)(2)(8) of the German Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz – KWG). 

By way of background, the eWpG established the crypto securities registration as a new financial service in the KWG. Since the 
law came into force on 10 June 2021, companies that want to provide this service require a licence from BaFin. If the 
transitional provision pursuant to Section 65 of the KWG is used, the licence is deemed to have been granted provisionally if 
companies commenced their activities by 10 December 2021 at the latest and had announced their intention to do so two 
months before commencing their activities. Companies must submit a complete licence application no later than six months 
after commencing their activities. 

Date of publication: 01/06/2022 

(ii) EU 

Council of the EU: Provisional agreement on the MiCA proposal 

Status: Final 

The Council of the EU has reached a provisional agreement with the EP on the markets in crypto-assets (MiCA) proposal which 
covers issuers of unbacked crypto-assets, and so-called “stablecoins”, as well as the trading venues and the wallets where crypto-
assets are held. This regulatory framework is intended to protect consumers investing in crypto-assets and preserve financial 
stability, while facilitating innovation and increasing the attractiveness of the crypto-asset sector in a harmonised way across the 
EU member states. This provisional agreement is subject to approval by the Council and the European Parliament prior to the 
formal adoption procedure. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Agreement of its position on the European Single Access Point (ESAP) 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has agreed its position on three proposals creating the European Single Access Point (ESAP) with the 
aim of providing investors with easier access to corporate information by way of creating a single point of digital access to public 
financial and sustainability-related information about EU companies and EU investment products. This is the first action in the 
Capital Markets Union (CMU) Action Plan and is intended to further the objectives of the Digital Finance Strategy. It does not 
impose any additional information reporting requirements on European companies. The Council has now agreed on a gradual 
phasing in of the ESAP platform between 2026 and 2030 to allow for a robust implementation. Its position also provides for 
flexibility at member state level regarding the collection of information in line with existing schemes. Subsequently, the Council 
will commence negotiations with the European Parliament on the basis of this position. 

Date of publication: 29/06/2022 

ECB: Opinion on the establishment and functioning of the European Single Access Point (ESAP) 

Status: Draft 

The ECB has published an Opinion on the establishment and functioning of the European Single Access Point (ESAP) which 
was proposed on 25 November 2021. This proposal aims to provide centralised Union-wide access to publicly available financial 
and non-financial information on Union entities and securities of relevance to financial services, capital markets and 
sustainability, as envisaged in the Capital Markets Union (CMU) Action Plan adopted by the Commission in September 2020. 
The ECB welcomes this objective and views the establishment of ESAP as an important milestone in the completion of the 
CMU. According to the ECB, the establishment of the ESAP is also important as it would help to overcome some of the main 

https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Merkblatt/BA/mb_Hinweise_Erlaubnisverfahren_Kryptowertpapierregisterfuehrung.html
https://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/DE/Merkblatt/BA/mb_Hinweise_Erlaubnisverfahren_Kryptowertpapierregisterfuehrung.html
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/30/digital-finance-agreement-reached-on-european-crypto-assets-regulation-mica/?utm_source=dsms-auto&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Digital+finance%3a+agreement+reached+on+European+crypto-assets+regulation+(MiCA)
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/29/easier-access-to-corporate-information-for-investors-council-agrees-its-position-on-a-single-access-platform/
https://www.ecb.europa.eu/pub/pdf/other/en_con_2022_20_f_sign~2eee540abb.en.pdf?5b883b91abb9d6a393e7f07257f656e7
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obstacles that arise from the need for deeper statistical and economic analysis of information and datasets stemming from 
different Union directives and regulations. 

Date of publication: 07/06/2022 

Regulation (EU) 2022/858 on a pilot regime for market infrastructures based on DLT 

Status: Published in the OJ  

Date of entry into force: 22/06/2022 

Date of application: 23/03/2023 

The Regulation (EU) 2022/858 on a pilot regime for market infrastructures based on distributed ledger technology (DLT) has 
been published in the OJ. The Regulation also amends the MiFID II Directive, MiFIR and the CSDR. While the general date of 
application is 23 March 2023, exceptions are set out for Articles 8(5), 9(5), 10(6) and 17, which will apply from 22 June, and for 
Article 16, which will apply from 4 July 2021. 

Date of publication: 02/06/2022 

(iii) International 

FATF: Targeted update on implementation of FATF’s standards on VAs and VASPs 

Status: Final 

The FATF has published a targeted update on implementation of its Standards on virtual assets (VAs) and virtual asset service 
providers (VASPs), with a focus on FATF’s Travel Rule. For more information, please see section 5(ii) above. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

BCBS: Second consultation on the prudential treatment of cryptoasset exposures 

Status: Consultation  

Deadline for the submission of comments: 30/09/2022 

The BCBS has launched a second consultation on the prudential treatment of cryptoasset exposures, building on the preliminary 
proposals set out in the Committee's June 2021 consultation and the responses received from stakeholders. The proposal 
broadly maintains its structure including the division of cryptoassets into: (i) one group of those cryptoassets eligible for 
treatment under the existing Basel Framework; and (ii) another group including unbacked cryptoassets and stablecoins with 
ineffective stabilisation mechanisms, which continue to be subject to a conservative prudential treatment.  

Following the review of the submissions, the Committee aims to finalise the Standard on the prudential treatment of cryptoasset 
exposures around the end of 2022. 

Date of publication: 30/06/2022 

11.2 Sustainable finance 

(i) EU 

ESMA: Outcome of call for evidence on market characteristics of ESG rating and data providers in the EU 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a letter containing the results of its call for evidence on market characteristics of ESG rating and data 
providers in the EU. The call for evidence aimed at developing a picture of the size, structure, resourcing, revenues and product 
offerings of the different ESG rating providers operating in the EU. In particular, the analysis of the responses has led to the 
conclusion that: (i) there is a small number of very large non-EU ESG rating providers and a large number of significantly 
smaller EU entities; (ii) users of ESG ratings are typically contracting for these products on an investor-pays basis from several 
providers simultaneously; and (iii) entities covered by ESG ratings dedicate at least some level of resourcing to their interactions 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32022R0858
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfrecommendations/documents/targeted-update-virtual-assets-vasps.html
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d533.htm
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d519.htm
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma80-416-347_letter_on_esg_ratings_call_for_evidence_june_2022.pdf


   

 

 

with ESG rating providers, although the amount largely depends on the size of the rated entity itself. Following these results, 
ESMA will continue to support the EC in their assessment of the need for introducing regulatory safeguards for ESG ratings. 

Date of publication: 27/06/2022 

Council of the EU: Provisional political agreement between the Council and the EP on the CSRD with new 

rules on corporate sustainability reporting 

Status: Draft 

The Council of the EU has published a provisional political agreement with the EP on the corporate sustainability reporting 
directive (CSRD) with new rules on corporate sustainability reporting. The proposal aims to address shortcomings in the existing 
rules on disclosure of non-financial information, which were of insufficient quality to allow them to be properly taken into 
account by investors.  

The provisional agreement is subject to approval by the Council and the European Parliament. Afterwards, the Directive will 
enter into force 20 days after its publication in the Official Journal of the European Union. 

Date of publication: 21/06/2022 

EP: MEPs object to Commission’s plan to include gas and nuclear activities in the complementary 

Taxonomy Delegated Act 

Status: Draft 

The EP has published a statement on the objection adopted by the majority of MEPs in both the ECON and the Environment, 
Public Health and Food Safety Committee to the Commission’s proposed Delegated Regulation to include specific nuclear and 
gas energy activities in the list of environmentally sustainable economic activities set out in the Taxonomy Regulation. The 
MEPs considered that the proposed technical screening criteria do not respect the criteria for environmentally sustainable 
economic activities as set out in Article 3. The resolution also requests that any new or amended delegated acts should be subject 
to a public consultation and impact assessments, as they could have significant economic, environmental and social impacts.  

The resolution is scheduled for a vote during the EP’s plenary session of 4-7 July 2022. The EP and the Council have until 
11 July 2022 to decide whether to veto the EC’s proposal. If an absolute majority of MEPs objects, the EC must withdraw or 
amend it. 

Date of publication: 14/06/2022 

EC: Letter to the ESAs on amendments to RTS on pre-contractual information about exposure to fossil gas 

and nuclear energy activities under SFDR 

Status: Final 

A letter was published from John Berrigan, DG FISMA, to the ESAs on amendments to RTS related to product exposure to gas 
and nuclear activities under the SFDR. Mr Berrigan refers to the 13 draft RTS compiled in the SFDR Delegated Regulation, 
which was adopted by the EC on 6 April. On 9 March, the EC formally adopted a Complementary Climate Delegated 
Regulation covering nuclear and fossil gas activities. The EC considers it necessary to make amendments to the SFDR Delegated 
Regulation to ensure that investors receive information reflecting the provisions set out in the Complementary Climate 
Delegated Regulation. If the EC does not adopt such amendments, several areas in the SFDR Delegated Regulation might risk, 
if not adjusted, not appropriately reflecting the new factual and regulatory situation. The EC is therefore inviting the ESAs to 
jointly propose amendments to the RTS in relation to the information that should be provided in pre-contractual documents, on 
websites, and in periodic reports about the exposure of financial products to investments in fossil gas and nuclear energy 
activities. The amendments shall ensure that the disclosures about the degree to which investments are in environmentally 
sustainable economic activities provide for full transparency about investments in sectors and sub-sectors of the economy 
covered by and compliant with the Complementary Climate Delegated Regulation, in particular on the proportion such 
investments represent within all investments and in environmentally sustainable economic activities. These amendments shall 
ensure full transparency on the proportion of investments in sectors and sub-sectors of the economy that derive revenues from 
activities listed in Template 1 of Annex III to the Complementary Climate Delegated Regulation. The ESAs are invited to jointly 

https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/21/new-rules-on-sustainability-disclosure-provisional-agreement-between-council-and-european-parliament/
https://www.consilium.europa.eu/en/press/press-releases/2022/06/21/new-rules-on-sustainability-disclosure-provisional-agreement-between-council-and-european-parliament/
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220613IPR32812/taxonomy-meps-object-to-commission-s-plan-to-include-gas-and-nuclear-activities
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/news/en/press-room/20220613IPR32812/taxonomy-meps-object-to-commission-s-plan-to-include-gas-and-nuclear-activities
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/1032264/Mandate%20to%20the%20ESAs%20to%20develop%20SFDR%20RTS%20on%20product%20exposures%20to%20gas%20and%20nuclear%20activities.pdf
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/1032264/Mandate%20to%20the%20ESAs%20to%20develop%20SFDR%20RTS%20on%20product%20exposures%20to%20gas%20and%20nuclear%20activities.pdf
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submit the amendments to the draft RTS by 30 September at the latest. In view of the urgency of the matter, the ESAs may 
decide to rely on the procedure foreseen in Article 10 of the ESAs Regulations for matters of particular urgency. 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

EC: Corrigendum to the Taxonomy Regulation 

Status: Published in the OJ 

A corrigendum to the Taxonomy Regulation has been published in the OJ. This corrigendum replaces the first sentence of 
recital 43 on page 22 which refers (among other things) to an EC communication on public procurement for a better 
environment. The corrigendum corrects the date of this communication to 16 July 2008 (originally, it incorrectly read 
16 July 2018). No substantial changes have been added. 

Date of publication: 09/06/2022 

ESAs: Clarifications on the ESAs’ draft RTS under SFDR 

Status: Final 

The ESAs have published clarifications on their draft RTS under the Sustainable Finance Disclosure Regulation (SFDR). The 
statement includes: (i) clarifications related to the disclosure of the principal adverse impact (PAI) of investment decisions on 
sustainability factors; (ii) guidance related to pre-contractual financial product disclosures; (iii) guidance related to periodic 
financial product disclosures; (iv) guidance in relation to taxonomy-related financial product disclosures; (v) guidance related to 
“do not significantly harm” (DNSH) disclosures; and (vi) guidance related to disclosures for financial products with investment 
options. The clarifications concern the draft RTS with regard to the content, methodologies and presentation of disclosures 
pursuant to Article 2a(3), Article 4(6) and (7), Article 8(3), Article 9(5), Article 10(2) and Article 11(4) of the SFDR from 
4 February 2021 and the draft RTS with regard to the content and presentation of disclosures pursuant to Articles 8(4), 9(6) and 
11(5) of the SFDR from October 2021. The ESAs also note that the EC has adopted a Delegated Regulation containing the 
provisions from both of the draft RTS, and that this statement does not refer to the text by the EC. In the absence of the 
Delegated Regulation, the ESAs published a supervisory statement in February 2021 in order to mitigate the risk of divergent 
application and updated it in March. 

Date of publication: 02/06/2022 

ESMA: Supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management 

Status: Final 

ESMA has published a supervisory briefing on sustainability risks and disclosures in the area of investment management. For 
more information, please see section 9.1(a) above. 

Date of publication: 31/05/2022 

(ii) International 

BCBS: Principles for the effective management and supervision of climate-related financial risks 

Status: Final 

The BCBS has issued 18 high-level principles for the effective management and supervision of climate-related financial risks. 
The principles cover corporate governance, internal controls, risk assessment, management and reporting. They seek to achieve a 
balance in improving practices and provide a common baseline for internationally active banks and supervisors, while retaining 
sufficient flexibility given the degree of heterogeneity and evolving practices in this area. The BCBS seeks to promote a 
principles-based approach to improving risk management and supervisory practices related to climate-related financial risks. The 
BCBS expects implementation of the principles as soon as possible and will monitor progress across member jurisdictions to 
promote a common understanding of supervisory expectations and support the development and harmonisation of strong 
practices across jurisdictions. 

Date of publication: 15/06/2022 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:32020R0852R(05)&from=EN
https://www.eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Other%20publications/2022/1034001/JC%202022%2023%20-%20Clarifications%20on%20the%20ESAs%27%20draft%20RTS%20under%20SFDR.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma34-45-1427_supervisory_briefing_on_sustainability_risks_and_disclosures.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d532.pdf


   

 

 

NGFS: 2022-2024 work programme 

Status: Final 

The NGFS has published its work programme, detailing its priorities for the next two years. The NGFS has launched four 
workstreams to: (i) foster progress towards incorporating climate-related and environmental risks within supervisory frameworks 
and practices; (ii) undertake climate scenario analysis and promote its use within the financial system more broadly; (iii) deepen 
the collective understanding of how climate change, and the actions designed to mitigate it, should be considered in relation to 
the conduct of monetary policy; and (iv) create a forum for NGFS banks to discuss issues and share approaches in order to 
develop best practices that assist central banks on the transition to net zero. The NGFS is also launching two taskforces: (a) to 
consider biodiversity loss and nature-related financial risks; and (b) to identify good practices on how central banks and 
supervisors can design and develop an in-house training/capacity building strategy, map training needs and supply, and facilitate 
the upskilling of central bankers and supervisors. The mandates for these workstreams and taskforces are available on the NGFS 
Charter webpage. 

Date of publication: 30/05/2022  

https://www.ngfs.net/en/communique-de-presse/ngfs-publishes-its-2022-2024-work-program
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12. German Omnibus Acts (Artikelgesetze) 

(i) Germany 

Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile) 

Status: Published in the Federal Gazette  

Date of entry into force: 18/06/2022  

The Regulation on crypto fund units (Verordnung über Kryptofondsanteile – KryptoFAV) has been published in the Federal Gazette. 
For more information, please see section 9.2(a) above. 

Date of publication: 17/06/2022 

 

  

http://www.bgbl.de/xaver/bgbl/start.xav?startbk=Bundesanzeiger_BGBl&jumpTo=bgbl122s0868.pdf
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